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Columbia student's picture of ''mobster'' proves trouble
for Tribune, triggers battle between Chicago dailies
By Andrew Greiner
E<itor~rH)ief

Valerie Carpenter 's two favorite things to photograph are her children and people on bicycles. So,
when she snapped a shot of Stanley Swieton, 69, riding his bike down Grand Avenue near Des Plaines
Road in the fall of 2003, she just thought it would
make a nice addition to her portfolio.
Now, a year-and-a-half later, Carpenter, 42, a parttime photography student at Columbia, is at the center of a high profile case of mistaken identity.
Carpenter 's picture shows an elderly spectacled
gentleman in a trench coat and fedora posing on his
roadster-style bicycle on a block of Grand Avenue.
The controversy came about because the man bears
some resemblance to a notorio us mobster.
On April 27 the Chicago Tribune ran the photo on
its front page after concluding that the man on the
bicycle was reputed mobster Joey ''The Clown"
Lombardo. The Tribune was wrong. It ran a correction in the April 28 edition acknowledging its mistake. And now Carpenter fi nds herself in the middle
of a media whirlwind that involves a million dollar
lawsuit and a feud between Chicago's two daily
newspapers.
Lombardo is one of 14 alleged mobsters indicted
on charges of murder and racketeering April 25 by
the U.S. Attorney's Office. His whereabouts are still
unknown. The man on the bike, Swieton, is a retired
janitor.
Carpenter read about the indictments on April 25
and noticed a similarity between the description of
Lombardo, who likes to ride his bike while smoking
a cigar, and the man in her photo. She thought it was
a stretch, but said she decided to let the Tribune

know about the photo anyway.
" I didn't think it was him until the Tribune said
they co nfinned it. When they asked me if it was him
I said emphatically that I don' t [know]," Carpenter
told the Chronicle. " But, I thought if the Tribune is
willing to accept it, then I should be too."
The Tribune took the photo to Lombardo's lawyer,
Rick Halprin, who, according to The Tribune, said
that the man on the bicycle
co uld
be
Lombardo.
However, he had some questions about the type of cigar
he was holding and the
shape of his face, according
to a C hicago Sun-Times
article.
Halprin declined to comment to The Chronicle and
said that he does not want to
talk about the photograph
anymore.
This is the second time in
as many days that the
Tribune has made a photographic mistake concerning
mob affi liates. On April 26,
the Tribune ran what was
presented as a photo of
Frank Calabrese Sr. , another
mo b boss, but erroneously
printed a photo of a local
business own er with the
Courtesy Valerie Carpenter
same name. That man is fil- Sta nley S wie ton, a retired janitor, was mis takenly identified as reputed mobster Joey
'The C lown' Lombardo in a Chicago Tribune a rticle. Valerie Carpe nter (right), a part-time
See Photo , P age 7 Colum bia s tude nt, s na pped the photo of Swieton on G rand Avenue in 2003.

Manifest marches ahead Innovators to receive
0 Columbia community designs decorations for 'Spectacle' on Wabash Avenue
By Jennifer Sabella
News E<itor
Crafting 15-foot dragons and
dozens of paper mache lanterns is
no easy task, according to Joy
Dennis, president of Control
Freaks, Columbia 's puppetry
club.

Nanc y To m, executive directo r
of the Center fo r As ia n Arts a nd
Me dia , makes pa pe r la nte rns
fo r 'Spectacle Fo rtuna .'

-

Dennis, along with other members of the Columbia community,
has been working since fall 2004
on what admi nistrators say will be
the largest procession ever to
come out of Manifest.
" We ' ve
been
swamped,"
Dennis said during an April 28
worksho p in the Res idence
Center, 73 1 S. Plymouth Court.
"But it's a lot of fun."
In years past. Manifest has
offered a small puppet parade on
the final day of the month-long
festival, celebrating the work of
Columbia students throughout the
year. On J une 3. "Spectacle
Fortuna;· formerly a small puppet
parade, is predicted to put pa't
processions to shame.
"This Spectacle Fort una is
designed as the one Manifc,t
event bringing everyone together," said Mark Kell y. vice president of student affairs. " It is a
parade of creativity."
This year 's spectacle will close

down Wabash Avenue from
Harrison Street to lith Street
while an estimated 1,000 participants make their way to Grant
Park to watch the band Ozomatli
in the fi nal performance of the
evening.
Spectacle Fortuna is divided
into fi ve sections, Kelly said. The
fi rst section is for staff, the second
is for faculty, the third is for students, the fourth is for alumni and
the fift h is for the community.
According to Kelly. each section wi ll have float s. puppets and
other art that represents the participants· places in the Columbia
community.
Jenn ifer Friedrich. a printmaking technician in the An and
Design depart ment. is the art istic
director of Spectacle Fortuna and
has been hosting workshops.
crafting floats and planning parties for the event. Friedrich has
See Ma nifest , P age 6

honorary degrees

0 School recognizes talented, generous professionals
By Alan J. Baker
Associate Editor

With Columbia's 2005 commencement ceremony just around
the corner, the school is preparing
to not only recognize students
headi ng into the real world but
w ill also hono r three respected
professionals who have worked
with the school on advanci ng ;,tudent education.
Si nce 1964. Col umbia has
awarded more than 180 honorary
doctorate <.lcgrccs that rccogniL\!d
individ uals who have made a 'i~ 
nificant cont ribut io n to \'ario~!\

depart ment'
througho ut
th e
school.
The hono rees for 2005 arc: Bill
Viola. an inde pendent video
art ist: Mark Heister. a fashion
designer: and Alan Kay. a com puter innovator. Each arc we ll
known individuals in arts and

.
•
.
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Courtesy VIewpoints Research Institute
Comp uter innovator Alan Kay
is one of three honorees at this
year's commencement.
media. and the contri but iorh of
l!ach fi t into the mi!\sio n o f

Columbia. accordin g to Virc
President of Student A lTair> Mark
S ee Ho n orees, Pa ge 3
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NEWs &NoTES
Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief

CallJUS NaNs
National q.~a"!pus

Unnecessary jabs at a
mediocre celebrity
would like to buy a vowel,
please. A. Could I solve the
puzz le?
Wh_t the heck is _ g_me
show host doing b_shing
libe r_ ls?
And where's Vanna ?
I came across this conservative columnist the other day
while I was surfi ng the various
news s ites and headline boards
that domi nate my day. Like
most of the conservati ve
columns I come across. nothing
interested me about the message
all that much.
This particular column was
titled, "Arguing with liberals.
and why I' ve stopped."
Though the title did pique my
curiosity, it e nded up being a
piece of rightist of rubbish
about how emotionally unbalanced liberal rhetoric can be.
Once I opened the web-link,
something extremely curious
happened. I was greeted by a
warning about political content,
and I found out who wrote it.
The author o f the piece is
none other than Pat Saja k, the
guy who tells millions of
Americans how to spin a wheel
weeknights on " Wheel o f
Fortune."
Not e xactly the model for
ri ght wing co nservatives , I
thought. But here he was spouting off about how absurd leftwi ngers are.
And while I didn' t agree with
a word he was saying. the fact
that he wrote a po liticall y
charged piece just tickled me. So
I followed the link to his website, patsajak .com. where it turns
out he's got a whole archive
worth of conservative writing.
" F_ck_ng _m_zing," I said to
myself.

I

Who knew that Pat Sajak was
such an arde nt supporter of conservative values?
I guess it only makes sense
that a wheel-spinning emcee
who escorts Vanna White on a
nightl y basis would feel a burning need to stand up for the
moral right . considering ho w
little respect conservatives ge t
on the Wheel 's Disney-owned
pare nt station ABC.
Surprisingly, though, Sajak is a
pretty good writer. I was
impressed by his large vocabulary,
which I assumed he picked up
from the countless person. place
or things puzzles on the board.
Although he may have
learned how to wri te he re ... at
Columbia.
It turns out Sajak is actuall y a
Columbia alumnus, of sorts -he
left the school in 1968, after
three years, to pursue a radio
career. and after a bit of j ob
hopping ended up hosting the
hooked-on-phonics roulette.
Columbia, our decidedly liberal school in the heart of
Chicago (a Democratic bastion
in the Midwest) produced this
guy who, by hi s own admission,
is a "conservati ve e ntertainer,"
as if that self-diagnosis alone
isn ' t perplex ing enough.
Considering his background
as a broadcaster. a Vietnam vetera n and a former Co lum bia
stude nt. it see ms to me th at
Sajak should be using hi s vo ice
to support blue. especia lly since
he now li ves in Ca li fo rni a. the
land of the li be ra l elite.
Gi ven hi s word puzz le claim
to fame, I thi nk Sajak 's columns
co uld foc us on di ffere nt issues.
I'm sure he could make a rea l
de nt in the o ngoing vowel
debate and we could get a

steadfast determination about
whether " Y" is actua lly a vowel
ilfl.
or not. Forget all this "and
sometimes ·y · stuff." Pat, te ll
us whic h way it really goes.
Unfortunately, now here in the
Pat Saj ak archi ves is there a
column dedicated to syntax or
grammar, or e ven Vanna's fashion sense. Instead we get gems
like ''Slanted Journalism is
Everywhe re" and "Searching
for the Next GOP Villain" from
the most qualified of authors. 1 - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - event are $10 each. The discussion
"As long as mainstream jourbegins at 6 p.m. at the Merchandise
nalists share a similar view of
Mart, Studio Snaidero Chicago,
the world, that world can never
222 Merchandise Mart #140.
be reported objectively," Sajak
For more info rmation, contact
• Women's work
said.
As part of the MVP Series: the Center for Asian Arts and
Thank god I'm not a mainMulticultural
Voices
and Media at (312) 344-7870.
stream journalist, or else I
Perspec ti ves,
the
Chicago
might take offense at that stateCultural
Center ' s
Claudia •
Getting thrifty
ment.
Cassidy Theater, 77 E. Randolph
The Cultural Reuse Research
Maybe he 's right, though .
St., will be host to Free Trade: Collaborative at Columbia presThis commonly held view by
Designing Dignity on May 2. e nts Making Your Life a Garage
" liberal j ournalists," that it
The presenters will discuss fair S ale: Reus ing and Recreating
might be better to use the close
trade organizations suc h as Cultura l Products, Ideas, and
to $200 billion spent making
war in Iraq for things like better MayaWorks, MarketPlace and Artifac ts on May 4 at the
African Creations, which help Chicago C ultural Center, 78. E.
schools, a cleaner environment
women in India, Guatemala and Washington St., in the 1st Floor
and a more comprehensive welGhana, fi nd work. The event is West Meeting Room. Columbia
fare system bac k home, is utterfree and open to the public. The faculty and staff will discuss how
ly thick headed. I can see why
presentation begins at 6 p.m., reus ing objec ts contributes to
Saj ak has stopped arguing with
and will be preceded by a society. Guests are urged to bring
liberals . As he reports in a
woman-made crafts and je welry a non-food item they planned to
recent piece, libe rals are j ust
throw away. Presentation begins
silly- "rhetoricall y hysterical." ; sale at 5 :30p.m.
I For more information, contact at6 p .m.
T hanks. Pat.
For more infomwtion, contact
the Cen ter fo r Asian Arts and
If the message hasn' t become
Media at (3 12) 344-78 70.
Andrew Causey at (312) 344-7293.
clear yet, here it is: Pat Sajak
s hould stic k to what he's good
• Dishes and discussion • Classroom Identity
at: wo wing aud iences w ith his
The Center for Asian Arts and
Q-FORCE, a GLBT student
uncanny abi lity to predict where
Kitchen organization. will facilitate a conMedia
presents
the little poi nter will land
befo re the whee l stops spinning. Goddesses: Asian Women in the versation betwee n students and
Writing columns about ho w dis- Culinary Arts on May 3. Maneet teachers about personal identity
Chauhan, executive chef of the issues in the classroom. The May 5
turbi ng liberals' values are
River North restaurant Vermilion. discussion runs from 4 :30 p.m. to
makes him look like a j_ck_ ss.
will join other prominent Asian 6:30 p.m. in the Columbia College
chefs and restaurateurs for a dis- Residence Center Lounge. 731 S.
- agreiller@chrolliclemail.com
Plymouth Court.
For more inf ormation, contacr'
man ino n thebeing
male a dominated
cwo
ussion
minority
restaurant industry. T hey will also Kathleen McLaughlin in the GLBT
share their signature dishes with Office as (3 12) 344-8594.
attendees. Individual tickets to the

News
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What do you think of Q1 01's new
'shuffle' format?

"I like that
they're playing
not the lingle
off an album).
f'm not a per1on
who ll1ten1 to
t.he lingle."

\11111dn \I"~
Tlmea ol sunshine 8nd
clouds

lth-.tl.l\ \II\ \
Partly sunny

Hl~oo•

Low40"

llllu ... d .t\, \ l.n .;;,
Hl~o••

"I llk41 It better
than the old

[format]. You
dOn't hMr the

umeeong,

Low44•
I

1 ttl 1\ .

\l.n r.
HI~

62•
Low42"

llk4t, ..,. tlmM
In one day."

All f'orecull provided bY-
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If you have an
upcoming
event or
announce·
ment, call The
Chronicle's
news desk at
(312) 344·7254
or
e-mail
chronicle@
colum.edu.
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Votes in for
big mouth
on campus
0 Top acts hit HotHouse for a talent show down
By Hayley Graham
Staff Writer
The biggest tale nts of Big
Mo uth, the monthly open mic
series, came out in fu ll fo rce to
compete for three cash prizes at
the second annual Bigges t Mo uth
competition April 28.

The 16 Biggest Mouth performers were selected from about
50 auditions, all judged by the
student programming board, said
Sharod Smith, program coordinator for C-Spaces and the Hokin
Center.
"Big Mouths are usually open
mic, but this o ne
is pre-chosen. So
you kno w every
act is s upreme,"
said
Columb ia
senio r
and
Biggest
Mo uth
host
Re becca
Gallagher.
"We looked for
acts
that
had
crowd appeal, raw
talent and a variety o f genres,"
Gallagher said .
The performers
played before an
audience and four
judges:
Ric k
Linus o f Victory
Records;
Zeb
Resman, an event
p rogra mmer fo r
Ti c k et m a s te r ;
Davey Ri e ley, a
Erin Mash!The Chronicle
recording eng iF reshman cultural studies major Drea Smith neer; and Smith.
sings while strumming her guitar.
"[The judges]
refl ect the diver-

Sophomore music major Maggie Vagle and sophomore audio arts and acoustic s major We s
Lambert perform during the April 28 Biggest Mouth talent competition at the HotHouse, 31 E.
Balbo Drive.
sity o f what we have o n stage,"
Smith said.
Biggest Mo uth is a comb inatio n of the previous five, the med
Big Mouth events. Rock , h iphop , s poken word, class ical, and
acoustic acts were all represe nted
at the HotHouse, 31 E. Balbo
Dri ve.
"This is a chance for the students to s howcase the ir talents,"
Smith said .
Alvin Lau, a junio r poetry and
theater majo r, took fi rst prize o f
$500 w ith hi s spo ken word perfo rmances of p ieces entitled
" WWAD" and " Full Moon."
S herry Amour and her band won
the second place prize of $300
with their song " Love Bug."

Melody A ngel and her brother
Malcom took the third prize of
$ 100 for their mus ical performance.
"Last year I rea lly wanted to
win and I d idn ' t. so I' m really
happy,'' Lau said.
Colum bia sopho mores and
mus ical pe rfo rmers M aggie
Vagle and Wes Lambert said they
enjoyed performing with other
great artists at a nice venue.

" We felt really privi leged that
we were chosen to perform in
Columbia's Biggest Mouth and
to perfo rm at the Ho tHouse,"
Vagle said .
Admission for Biggest Mouth
was free, just as at all the other
Big M outh events. Mo re than

200 Columbia students, as well
as family a nd fri e nds of the
artists, came o ut to cheer o n the
hand-picked performers.
Columb ia junior Big Wiz got
the crowd exci ted with his hiphop performance.
" I j ust want to expose myself
to the Colum bia crowd. I'm trying to go big this year," Wiz said.
This was the sixth year for Big
Mouth open mic nights and the
second year fo r Biggest Mouth.
T he events are hosted by C Spaces
and
the
Student
Programming Board . Last year
there were o nl y I 2 Bi ggest
Mo uth performers.
S mith said there was a defi nite
increase in turnout for thi s year's

Honorees Continuedfrom Fro111 Page
Kelly.
"We have been very inspired by
their contributions," Kelly said.
"So what we want to do is take the
time to ho nor each of them."
Suzanne Cohan-Lange, chair o f
Interdisciplinary Arts Department,
no minated Viola after he came to
Columbia in the fall of 2004 and
held a critiq ue session for students
as well as a presentation for the
public.
" He is probably the world's leading video artist," Cohan-Lange
said. "! have seen his work around
and have been a fan for a while."
Viola has prod uced mo re than
I 50 videos that have been shown
o n campuses, in museums, at
ga lle ries and on te le vis io n
worldwide. Vio la's work takes a
deep look at the hu man being
a nd its ex perie nces with birth
and death.
After Viola's presentatio n here
last fall, he stayed around campus a
few extra days working and talking
with students in the MFA interdisciplinary arts and media program.
"The students were open and creative and there was a positive, erealive atmosphere," Cohan-Lange
said. 'The students said this was
the best [presentation] ever brought
to Columbia."
Viola is o ften traveling the
world, so he is planning a family
trip for the commencement in June

when he will receive his award,
according to Cohan-Lange.
For the nearly 400 students
studying fashion design or fashion
retail at Columbia, the name Mark
Heister is just as familiar to them as
fabrics, styles and design.
Heister, a well -known C hicago
fas hion designer, gave Columbia
archi ves of his collection of work
fro m the past 30 years, available
for faculty and student use in the
1006 S. Michi gan Ave. bui lding .
The collection not only includes
fashion samples, but also media
coverage and marketing materials,
materials that Hugh Manning, the
curator o f Columbi a's Fashio n
Study Collectio n, said is something
priceless.
"Columbia is the o nly place in
the country that has a designer's
entire collection of work,"
Manning said. "His contribution to
Columbia is invaluable."
According to Manning, Heister
was not sure what he wanted to do
with his collection of work, so he
decided he would donate it so students could incorporate it into their
learning process.
"Columbia already had a wonderful costume collection, which is
unusual for a school," Heister said
in a recent interview. "So I thought
I would do my part by donating my
co llection o f work."
One of the principle creators of

personal computers was selected as
"We are Kay's fourth partnership indi viduals we have for 2005,"
this year's third Honoree. A lan Kay in higher education and couldn't be Ke ll y said.''! think it's fair to say
led a group at the Xerox Palo Alto happier," Roberts said. "! agree Columbia has never had a more
Research Center that helped devel- completely he is an appropriate im port ant vis ual arti st than
op modern computer workstations. honoree, especially with the rela- Vio la, nobody like Kay, and
He ister as a Chicagoan being
Kay ha~ become invo lved with tionship he has with the college."
Multimedia
the
Interacti ve
" It's an incredible ·selection o f generous."
Department
at
Columbia during
the past few years,
Kelly said.
" Kay is very
connected
with
Columbia and has
been consulting
w ith the video
game major to get
things developed
and
underway,"
Kelly said .
As a professor at
the University of
California
Los
Angeles,
Kay
hopes to link his
students
with
classes
at
Columbia and a
Japanese university to help collaborate with program
d eve l o pm e nt ,
according to Wade
R o b e rt s ,
Intera c ti ve
AP
Multimedia pro- Bill Viola's project 'Tristan' transforms R ichard Wagner's c las sic ope ra 'Tristan
gram director at and Isolde' into a piece for the 21st century. Viola's show uses both digital
Columbia.
imagery and on-stage performances.
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Television Depor-tment
Columbia c 0 ' l t 0 t e " ' c • G 0 ~

Program Guide for University Center on Channel 32
Cam,rcus Update
Columbia s forum for campus news, announcemenls, evenls, weal her info & more...
MWFSu: 6a, So, lOo, 12p, 2p, 4p, 6p TRSo: 7o, 9o, Jlo, lp, 3p, 5p, 7p, 9p, llp

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of srudenl film, video, onimolion &dO<umenlory projects.
This week's feorured artist: Dennis Avelar, film major
MWFSu: 10:30a
TRSo: 7:30p

HotSpots
AfoS!-poced, enlertainmenl program thor visits differenl venues around Chicago.
feotur~: Hot Chocolate, Chi Healing Center, &Aon Teo House
MWFSu: 11 :30o
TRSo: 8:30p

Reel Stuff
Aprofile of srudent film, video, animation & documentary projects.
This week's fealur~ artist: Connie Carbone, film major
MWFSu: 12:30p
TRSo: 9:30p

Garners {NLJ
Get a preview of the latesl video game gadgets for your game syslem and get a cool
video 1u101iol thor will create rhe ullimote video game experience.
MWFSu: B:OOp

Reality Bar Crawl

(NLJ

Take a ride on a rock star lour bus with the cosl of rwo reality relevision shows.
lr's orrip you don'r wont lo miss!
MWFSu: 8:30p

AV Squad

(NLJ

If you thought you've seen the best music videos of the year, rhen you've been
misled. Ched out new musit videos that are more rhon you could imagine.
MWFSu: 9:00p

College Town, USA (NL1
The crew mils college campuses, hong-outs and students around the country.
This week's open house: University of dinios ot Urbono-<hampoign
MWFSu: 9:30p

Comedy Night School (Nt)
Ewf taken ocourse that won't dock you points for l11ghing in doss? How about a
cotr~ dial elfers die besr 'flfY to cure a llanper and how Ia cook reneck·style?

I(~ afl hm a1 c.-, llighl Sch.l
MWF5u: 10:80p

Funny Money (NLJ

,_.It Mtd for big fiiMeY IIIII ndiellce laughs.
·

c.fiiDi banlt
IM5Ir. 1tllp

AV Squad (NLJ

klfw~tesetlhtldesfmusinWe•ulllhe perf-netsfrom your favorite

...,atlYit
MWf'Su: tJ:OO;

Planet X (N''

,._,of lhe ordillry spem, ...,. ntlft ~rt~ from rt.e H20Winter Oossic.

aMfSt. If:30p

'"") """"" lt!!!piOI!IIttwttli ''""'""'""'
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MAT IN ELEMENTARY EiDUCATION
This llf(lgram prepares candidateS to teach in seff.<:ontained elementary clar': fms an~ i~ludes the Of.Jti?n of one or more middle-school

endorsement ·areas. Empllasi5 is placed on using a variety of art foims
to deepen stvdent teaming, ·

, This program prepares candidates to !each too visual arts, enhanced
by experiences In movement. dilltna, creBI:lve wrtUng, and sound, at the

el&!l'le!)tary, middle; a~ seC<>rl~y school levels. /

ThiS is a non-traditional program -~ prepares candidates who are
tran~ltlonal (Type 29) bilingual teachers for elementar:y certification
with permanent bilingual approval. Student teaching fs done in the
teacher's classroom throughout the two-and-a-half year course of study.

Columbia College Chicago Careers in Teaching

lOUCAnOMAL STUDIU DIPAPITMPIT

The Primary goal of the Educational Studies Department Is to create teachers wno foster collaboration,

COLUMINA COLLEGE CHICAGO
100 SOUTH IIICHII&N AVDfUE
CHICAGO, IL 60SG6

critical thinking and reflection, consciousness of self, and cultural diversity.

GRADUATE &CHOOL

3~147

·Columbia
INN ,OVAT I ON IN THE VISUAL ,

COLLEGE
PERFORM I NG.

CHICAGO

ME DIA , AND COMMUNICATION ARTS

WWW.COLUM.EDU/ GRADUATE/
EDUCATIONALSTUDIES

Summer Financial Aid
All Students attending the 2005 summer semester and intersted in
summer financial aid should complete an Online Summer Financial
Aid Appliction.
•

Applications will be available April4, 2005 at
www.colum.edu/sfs

• The deadline will be 1une 1, 2005.
• You will be notified by email of your summer
financial aid eligibility.
•

Don't delay! Some aid is available on a first come
first serve basis.

For more financial aid information visit:
Stu.dent Financial Services at www.colum.edu/sfs
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Campus News

Artists urged
to get political
0 Group encourages students to be creative activists
By Rebecca Parsons
Copy Ed1tor

Kevin Conlon, a CAP board member and public affa irs/politica l
Tom Tresser has a simpl e strategies consultant.
answer for everyone who has a
"People should not fee l presproblem with the government: sure to be a candidate because
"Stop petitioning the government there are so many other roles
and start being the government. within politics they can take on,"
Don' t complain about what Conlon said. "They could create
they're doing: get in there and do new press materials, do graphic
it differently."
design, marketing or
Tresser,
lead
event planning or
organizer for the
volunteer organizalion."
Creative America
Project. will bring
Conlon said he
his
ideas
to
thinks there is a speColumbia on May
cific void in the
14, during Stand
political process that
Up for Creativity.
can only be filled by
a one-day session
people with creative
of the Creative
minds.
America Project.
''I th ink many of
The CAP. a nonour public polic y
profit. nonpartisan L _ _ _ __::_.::..:.__,:,__ _,_;'-J issues are so often
organizat ion dedicated to the nuance. but the differences have
behef that creati ve people have to be defined in the detai ls."
specific skill s that make them Co nlon said. "Artists deal with
great cand idates for participation nuance all the time and their erein civic life . will stress involve- ati ve capacit y allows them to
the
distinction
ment in the pol itical process on understand
\'arious levels from community between one policy and another.
leadership to go,.::rnment office. . o r one person\ pro posal and
The event. held 1n the Conaway another-and to explai n those
Center at 110-t S. Wabash Ave.. detai ls to a wide variety of audiwill also teach attendees how to ences."
break IntO politics and run fo r
Representative> from CAP are ~=====================::::::::=::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
office.
particularly focused on traini ng of the Patriot Act, the erosion of
But Tresser said that often the learn or are engaged by their art.
Tresser said artists have organi - people to get Involved 111 the 2006 freedoms over the last fe w years," stereotype that all politicians and and that's the kind of person we
zallonal. marketing and problem- electiOn>. Trc» cr >aid he believe' >aid Lampe. who also •erves as a governments arc corrupt prevents need in public life." Tresser said.
solvmg skills that they are able 10 the l'urrcnt pulitll·al dimatc 111 (' AP adv t>ory counc il member people from gelling 1nvolved.
"Be the person yo_u are in !'Ublj,·
hone while practicing as a student country prc,c nh a Jl.lfl ll' Uiar need and democracy trainer.
"For every corrupt bozo [in the life that you are in your private.
or profess ional in their chosen for art~;t> ln volvcmcnL lie >aiJ
Andy W1bbeb. an entrepreneur government I you read about. there artistic life and l guarantee you
industry. He said he believes ere- many of our ri ghts under the Fir>t who attended a CAP training ses- are dozens of people in there will make a difference."
ativity is the best asset a politician Amendment arc being challenged. sion on Jan. 22. said there is a working hard and doing good
Tile Creative Ani erica Project
or civic leader can have.
an import ant issue for artists who press ing need for creativi ty in things behind the scene," he said. " Stand Up for Creativity" train·
"Artists have the skills to imag- depend on its protection to work political races to even the playing
Furthermore, Tresser believes ing session will be held Sa1urday.
ine a better world and move freely.
field in upcoming elections.
that artists often possess a unique May 14 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
Kevin Lampe. executive vice
toward it.'' Tresser said. "T hat ts
" I think there are such creative set of values that can allow them the Conaway Cemer. 1104 S.
exactly what we need from our president of Kurth Lampe. ·a polit· things that need to be done, espe- to navigate through the murky Wabash Ave. Tile session costs
public and political leaders."
ical con>ulting firm , agrees that cially o n the progressive, liberal waters of politics wh ile re maining $20.06 and lunch' will be providFor those not interested or able the need for poli tical participation side because the people who do clean, optimistic and determined ed. Those interested can register
a/UI pay online_ at wwll·. creto run for offi ce. there are numer- is strong now.
promotion for the conser~ative to create change.
ous alternative ways an artist can
"If we allow rights to be dimin- side are getting more gnd more
"Artists have another set o f val- ativeamuica.us or pay 011 sir.-.
put their skills to work in the ished. then we will all be in trou- creative in their speech and their ues that measures success not by but pre-registration is stro11gly
political arena , according to ble. This is sho wn by the effects tactics," Wibbels said.
money, but by how many people encouraged.

Manifest CotlliiiUJ!dfrom Front Page
been reaching out to Columbia fac- join." So organizers on: planning u
ulty, staff und students to get party called Luna Fortumt to avo!d
invol v~d as well.
just that.
"!The purude I hus grown into the
Lunn Fortuna. u prelude Ill
centerpiece for Munifest," Friedrich Spcctncle Fonuna. takes phK'C ""
s:tid. 'The whole community is get- May 13 in the Universtty Center'''
tiug mvolved."
hicugo. 5:5 S
Kelly agree~ that
"Tbia S~tacle
Stutc: St. The ~~~~~~
Sp<.-ctuclc Fonuua is Fort\lnl i~ <lo8ifned will be u ,·at<'ft·d
the hnl' kbt)lt(' nf ll!t the; onet Mamfc~t. C\'Cill Shll\W:"II\)'
Munifcst 2005 uud
evenr bringina
the !louts. puppch
smd the sdtcdulin~:~ eve.t)lone together. lt unu other nrt\\\'1k
of the prucc~'i'm
is a panuJe of ere. that wtll mnkc up th,·
~ht>W\ thlll
lltiVity.''
June .\ J'lfUtk
Mnmfc~t·, lu1.11'
"Nmcty llCI\'l'l\1 of
the shmvcnscs wtll
-Mnrl: K•l~ li/C'f ' til ulsu l>l11\ll ~.tu'
he <'<Hnplctl'tl lh the pttt$'itkm Q( .w~t'm Wtlh.um. Ut<>ttl.ltl l
tuur the Spc<' tnclc
A,/ftJir~'
nml til<' lit :tll h.tn
ltqp ns l nt
/ •15
ti ub hl \ l1,ut1 l':uk
p.m.," 1\clly sntd. "So. cvct one <'nn ni<Hij! "1th htlll<h'"" <~f '"''''" .u~l
jom 111 cclcbrnt11111 wh11 we ttt'<.' tmd c~hlhlts f,•:ttttll ttll the '"'rk '''
what wc'ru nlx>ut."
t\,lunthln ~tud c ut~ . purtl\'ttl:u·l\
1\lthuuj.th MntHie~t Is just wcuks l'ulumhht ~cltl<'l'l<
nwny. <H111111itc" Mlid thnt It Is nlll
Oespltc ~\\ltlr hype '"'ff the bt\1
hill lntc f111' uny n1rnthcr llf lhc nnme (~rl'i•nn<'t'l<. 1\clly sit ~~~
Culumbht ~··mmun lt y 111 I!CI thnttho l~tt\\ls <II'<' tll\1 "'""' M~"l~st
lttvnlvc\1.
Is nbnut.
"A JHIIII\Ic Is 1111ly 1liiO duy,"
"\\\lt!tm' t W<t111Jle\'plc~'\~nlt\11 1'<'
fltl!'llt ic'h snltl "If flt..'\\)llu 111'!11 hcnt• sc ' l~tm ls," !\e ll~ snkl "\\ \\ IIIII
nhnlll II lllt<l setl It the dn)' uJ' lhc them •Wnhtjl I\I sec lht• 1lt.'j\lh "t\\1
pnntdc. then It 's 1<•1 !ttl 1\w 1.1\cm 1<1 ht'Ctllhh 11ft\ lhtnt\\111,"

·'"' I

lrlo D1Y1III the Clltonkllt

(I..Ao<..k<JII&& trvlfl 1•!11) U11n lur F'Jirn nn<J Vldoo nwjor OrtJnyu Loy, l huotor Doponrnunt fnoulty m4'Jrn·
b'Jr Wtll CasiJif tm<J junlur theotar rttujor O rouu Mortlnoz f! M io togothor paper Jontorns lor tho
'SfJootu<..l'l f vrtutlll' pt{J(..!J!J&Iotl o r1 Jun'J 3. the Jantorn·rnaklny work&hop w11a ono of aovornl work·
shops Of!JitniLetl by Ma11ifest 11rfl&llo c.Jiro<Jtor Jonnltor r:rledrloh.
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ing a $1 million defamation suit
against the Tribune.
Tribune editors agreed to pay
Carpenter $300 for her photo and
ran it. The paper also asked to take
a photograph of Carpenter to run
along with the s tory but she
declined.
"When the Tribune told me that
it was Lombardo, 1 was a little
nervous. There was an adrenaline
rush," Carpenter said about being

asked to have her picture taken. "[I
thought] , 'If it is a mob guy then,

thought the mob would go after

no!"'

All the same, Carpenter said she
was relieved when she fou nd out
the man in the photo was not
Lombardo. She said that when she
originally took the shot she thought
the subject was a sweet old man,
just a "dapper fellow on his roadster."
·
"He's riding a bike; he can't be
that bad of a guy," Carpenter said.

me."

She was not the only one concerned about mob reaction.
A security official at the downtown building where Carpenter
works full time asked her if she
would like some extra protection.
she said.
"He offered his services in jest,"
Carpenter said. "No one really

" ! was happy to hear that
my gut was right."
After the photo ran in
the April 27 edition of
the Tribune, Carpenter
said she was contacted
for interviews by anumber of news outlets,
including WGN radio,
Fox 32, the C hicago
Sun-Times and the
Assoc iated Press. She
declined all the requests.
" 1 tho ught that nothing good could come ou\
of talking to the media,"
she said.
Carpenter's photo has
received
attent ion
before. She origi nally
shot it as pan of her final
project for a Photo 1
class at Columbia. She

S"EEN
then submitted the photo
THiS CLilWN?
as part of a series to the L-----'-----~-,-___,.,----.,.LJ
HAUl: uou
· .
·

1\lf lio I'

Critical Mass An Show.
Photo Illustration
Critical Mass is a loose- Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mark
ly-tJed national_organt- Brown took a jab at the Tribune's fa lse ID
zatio n o f b1cychng in the Sun-Times' April 28 issue.
enthusiasts that ad vocate bi ke- friendly po lic ies in The retract io n ran two pho tos side
Chicago and elsewhere.
by side. one of the real Lombardo
Carpenter is glad that the mis- with a caption and a Tribune photo
take has been cleared up. and she credit and the one of Swieton with
said that s he feels for Swicton. who a caption that s he said blamed her
could not be reached for comment. for the mistaken identity .
"! am sym pathetic to my sub" ! already had a bias against the
jects," she said. " ! just hope that Tribune. 1 like The New York
[Swieton's] blood pressure didn't Times," Carpenter said. "Now me
and my husband are thinking of
s kyrocket after all of this."
Neither Swieton nor Carpenter canceling our subscription to the
plan to pursue legal action agai nst Tribune."
Another effect of the incident
the Tribune even though she said it
was "pretty sloppy" o f the newspa- was that the Sun-Times seized an
per.
opportunity to po unce o n the
She is not satisfied with the Tribune's mistake by running a
Tribune's retraction and believes it clown on their front page, poking
sti II paints her as the one at fault. fun at the Tribune editors.
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On Thursday, May 5,
a conversation
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2pos: students from Q FGR~E solumbl(:l w,~!f-Do~t £¥l op~n

I

betwee~ teachers and students about Identity In the,Ctassroom. For

,·

.

Columbia. students are inviting faculty to explore with them the many issues of identity and now .
personal identity impacts what we do in the classroom. _Students will facilitate this dialogue that's \ .,
open to everyone at Columbia; they hope this event will begin to bridge the gap betw~n

stude~ts,

and faculty by discussing issues that are often put on the ~back b~rner.

·,.

Refreshments will be served!
Thursday, May 5, 2005 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm
Columbia College Residence Center Lounge
731 s. Plymouth Court
h C t r for Teaching Excellence, the
Cosponsored by t e d ethn eOff.ce
of GLBT Student Concerns.
1
Dean of Students an
e

SJWJV ABR.OKD A7 1HB ICIA/CIAI.eAN
lANfJIAAQB 8611001. :JN tJIAB- N Af/AtJA.
4 Week Sossioo. July l-31
Earn 4 credit hours. ill
o Elementary Spanish
o lntem\Odiate Spanish
o A~11d Spanish
:! M.:..-.:ican Art &. Cuhur1l
(A humanitie~ dass tau&hl in
WITH 3 MEALS ADA Y
E.ug.tish l>y RQ&OA.I\M M~Uor)

NlBX.:/60
o HOME STAY
a
A $900 OEPOMT IS NEEDED BY M AY 20,
lf.!tl~. MA~ C HE CK~ I'A Y·A.Bl.£ 'fO
C C1W MBIA C..ot.t.llm~ Cu&cAc.o.
ROUNDTRJPAIRFA~E TO ME:XICOCrrf!:!
NtlT INCl..UUiiO

u

o

TRANSFERS BETWEEN MEXICO CITY AIRPORT AND
CUERNAVACA
EXCURSIONS TO MEXICO CITY, TAXCO, TEOTIHUACAN
TEPOTZLAN & XOCHlCHALCO
CULTURAL WORKSHOPS ON FOLK DANCING, COOKING,
AND MUSlC
.

I'UR MORf. f~ FORMt\TU)N, (;ONTA(.'T
lt.OSF:ANNA YII. 1EtU:It
RMti ELLE~c'!COLl:to.umu

OR

·u ~.34·1.7~) 2

0..'-:C.·\ R VAI.l)l'll.:
ll\' A.LDEZ(,£COL,Uto.U:>Ol,J OR .\1 ~.344. 7690
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Students go the distance for education
0 Radio students travel to Ireland; Dublin Institute of Technology journalism students attend Columbia to receive hands-on experiences
By Debra Fine
Slaff Writer

The Academic Initiatives and

lncemational Programs OffiCe is looking to broaden Columbia's scope
throughout the world.
Altho ugh the International
Programs Office has only been
open since fa ll 2003. Columbia
students have been s tudy ing
abroad on a departmental level
to
the
Internatio nal
pri or
Program's inceptio n. Gi llian
Moore, director -of the Offi ce of
Acad emic
Initiatives
and
International Programs, said that
Columbia students
s hould get to view
the world.
"It is increasingly important to a
student's education
t~a t they immerse
themselves in a different
culture,"
Moore said, "by
li ving in a city like
Dublin or Paris on
a day-to-day basis,
and over an extended period of time."
Th is
semester
two Colum bia s tud ents spe nt
time s tudy in g at the Dubl in
Institute of Techno logy (DIT),
whi le two DIT students spent a
semester here.
Moore said Columbia wanted
to have a j o~nt study abroad program w ith DIT because th eir
programs and course work are
s imi lar to what Columbia teaches, and that students who study
abroad can expect their cost of
li vi ng and tuition overseas to be

comparable with tuition and li ving expenses at Co lumbia. DITs'
geographic location is also of
interest.
Ede l Meade and Andrea Byrne
are j ournalism students at DIT.
They were both chosen to study
at Columbi a b ecause they
expressed the most interest in
Chicago. M eade and Byrne, who
are juniors, said they wanted to
get some hands-o n experience at
Columbia that they might not
have received at thei r school.
"Columbia works at a practical
level w hile DIT is more theorybased ,"
Meade
said . "[At DIT]
there is one major
assignment, and at
Columbia
it's
more of a continual assessment."
If students wanted to study journalism at DIT, they are
only allowed to
journalism
take
classes. But at
Columbia, Meade
is able to take journalism and other
c)asses at the same
time.
"Mus ic has always been a big
hobby of mine. T he classes here
help me decide which path to
take, m us ic o r journal is m,"
Meade said .
Meade said that journalis m in
Ireland is more serious than it is in
America, and American newspapers and television statio ns are
"more showbi z oriented ."
While Meade and Byrne study

here,
Columbia
seniors and radio
maj o rs
Phillip
Baricovich
and
Jackie
Pecirno
spent last week
working as o n-air
ta lent fo r DIT's
student-run radio
statio n.
Baricovich said
DIT
students
spend most of their
semester studyi ng
radio, and o nly get
one week to be o n
air at the school's
radio s tatio n.
" It he ightened
my appetite and
love for radio,"
Baricovich said.
" [Col umbia students] kind o f take
Courtesy Mary MaHuci
it for granted
because we're on Dublin Institute of Technology journa lis m s tudents Edel Me ade(far left) a nd
the air once a Andre a Byrne (far right) a re a ttend ing C o lumbia as pa rt of a s tudy a b road p ro week. It made me gram through the Aca dem ic Initiatives and Interna tion al Pro gra ms De pa rtment.
appreciate
w hat Co lumbia radio students Ph illip Ba ricovich (second from right) and J a c kie
Columbia's radio Percirno (second from left) recently a ttended DIT through the program.
station does."
really helpful. Right away you hig h school teachers from
In Ire land, each radio s.t atio n fe lt like you belong there. It aro und the country. C lasses on 3offers a variety of music, where- made the · process much more D design, art his tory and m usic
as each Ameri can statio n usually benefi cial," he said.
theory will be part of the workTh e · nex t s tep for the s hops.
o ffers o nl y one type o f m us ic.
Ireland also has fewer radio sta- Academic
Byrne fee ls that st ude nts who
Initiatives
and
tions, accord ing to Baricovich.
Internationa l Program s offices are interested in s tudyi ng abroad
"T heir music is not as niche," will be to have more exchange s hould save money early.
he said. "They'll pl ay Bo b Marley stude nts studying here in 2006. · "Do e very th ing in your power
and the next song they' ll play will The depart ment wi ll also host to get over here-e ven if it
be AC/DC. The song after that the
2005
College
Board mea ns sacrificing your summer.
wi ll be Bryan Adams."
Advanced Placeme nt S ummer It 's worth it," Byrne said. "Ti me
Baricovich said he had a good Institute for the Arts in · July. fl ies by, so make the most o f
experience overall at DIT.
Duri ng the event , workshops and everything."
"They're rea lly frien dly and master's classes will be he ld for

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

_____ __,..,..,,_
.,,

Ask how to get
up to

MISIIII«. •I. . . ....Hr.alll'l'lltaf a.lllon.
lCI ... •III -c, 'filil:liUJlll'f.ttiiiWCSI•CIII I~.

Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave, Suite 226
When: Stop by or call today
Who=SFC Godfrey Collins- 312-202-0430
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n O ctober of 2004 the Columbia College Staff held an election in order to determine if they wanted
to join the Illinois Education Association as Educational Support Personnel. Mter the vote was counted
it was contested with respect to whether or no t 42 voters were actually members of the staff. The National Labor Relations Board has moved that the 42 contested ballots may be opened and that the staff
can immediately hold another election (there is usua lly a years' wait for a subsequent election) if the vote to
unionize does not pas·s.

I

P-fac has been guod for Columbia College. Our organization has worked collegially with the administration to improve salaries, communication , representa tion and to provide both seniority and a measure of job
security for adjunct faculty. Most importantly P-fac has served the students well, ensuring a decent wage
and dignity to a worh.force who were exploited on the basis of their commitment to teaching a nd to their
various aesthetic and scholarly callings.
The staff members we come in contact with are dedicated to this school. They deserve to be able to bargain for their sala ries,job security, and have a voice on their own behalf so that they may fully contribute to
the mission of the college.

WE URGE THE COLLEGE ADMINSTRATION NOT TO APPEAL THE NLRB DESCISION
and LET THE VOTES BE COUNTED.

The Steering Committee on belwlfofthe Part-Time Faculty Association at Columbia
J anina Ciezadlo, President
Brenda n Lee, Interim Vice-President
Julia n Brown, Treasurer
Peter Insley, Members hip Clwir
J onathan Vi sona, Secretary
C hristine Pfieffer, Public Relations
J oe Laiacona, Negotiations Committee Chair

NATIONAL~ N EWs
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News from colleges Seeing double
across the country
Pbony professor busted
by students
A Eugene, Ore., man impersonating a University of Oregon
psychology professor was
arrested after a student discovered he lied to her about his
position, Eugene police said .
Jonathan Vaifale, 35, has been
an active me mber of several
campus clubs during the past
two years under the guise of a
student and a professor by the
name of Jonathan VaifalcValdez, according to Eugene
police.
Eugene Police Department
Officer Dallas Hall said Vaifale
"alleges it was strictly for social
interaction and to make himself
feel important."
Hall arrested Vaifale while he
was standing with his props-a
briefcase and several files-in
hand, including o ne labeled
"Human Neuropsychology," the
name of the class he pretended
to teach. The file even had the
class number written on it,
according to Hall.
The female student who
turned him in said he told her he
could get her a job in the psychology lab, but after not finding him in the directory and discovering that the other faculty
members had never heard of
him, she became suspicious and
alerted the Department of Public
Safety, Hall said.
EPD spokeswoman Kerry
Delf said Vaifale is being
charged with criminal impersonation, a Class A misdemeanor,
but the case is still under investigation.
Psychology Department C hair
Marjorie Taylor alerted psychology graduate students, fa culty
and staff. She is also following
up to deterrnine if such an inc i-

dent can be prevented in the
future.
Hall said impersonation
becomes criminal when an
impostor pretends to be a public
servant or uses the character as a
means to gain something.
Vaifale told police he is just a
high school graduate and an
unemployed care worker, Hall
said.

Sharpton not pleased by
university's mural
An infamous section of the
Thomas H . Be nton mural at
Indiana Uni versity that features
members of the Ku Klux Klan
and a burning cross is in the
spotlight again after former
Democratic pres idential candidate Rev. AI Sharpton said the
mural is offensive and should be
removed after his speech on
April ~ I.
Sharpton viewed the mural
after junior Derren C hapman
asked the civil rights activist fo r
his help in getting the painting
taken down during the Q-and-A
segment of Sharpton 's speech.
But it is unclear whether this
new development will result in
the removal of the mural panel.
Sharpton said the painting
belongs in a museum, not in a
public space, and would do
everyth ing he could to help
Chapman see it moved.
Chapman vowed to work to
get the painting taken down.
But Courtney Williams, the
newly elected president of the
Black Student Union, said she
fee ls that BSU's reso urces are
better used address ing other
issues, such as why there are so
few black students at IU.
Williams said the inclusion of
Klansmen in the mural is
acceptable because it is part of

AP

Paris Texas, right, a cloned foal born on March 13, walks near Greta, left, the mare that
gave birth to him at Texas A&M University in Co11e11e Station, Texas. Researchers at the
College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sctences successfully cloned the horse,
believed to be the first breakthrough of its kind in North America. The process took 400
attempts over a four-month period.
Indiana's history, albeit an unattractive part.
Though many upperclassmen
might feel strongly about the
mural, the measures which the
university has taken to educate
the public are a step in the right
di rect ion , Williams said.
C urre ntl y, every class in
Woodburn 100 begins ' the
semester with a video explaining the historical connotations
of the painting.

Sex talk, students get a
lesson on orgasms
Wannabe C asanovas and
satisfac tion -seeking females
received sexual enlightenment
April 22, as campus group BU

A holy home

Timothy K Beal, a religion professor at Case Western Reserve University, stands In the
home- of Albert Wagner tn Cleveland, Ohio, March 26. Wagner holds Saturday church servtces tn his home, which Is decorated from floor to ceiling In every room with his religious
art Beal has written a book about th e nation's creative religious displays and attractions
c~:~llod "Roa<Jai<Jo Rollglon."

Central hosted "The Big 0" at
Boston University- a lecture ·
that examined the topic of the
elusive female orgasm.
Event organizer Tara Glick
said she chose to host the lecture
because sex is intriguing.
" It just seemed like an interesting, fun event," the School of
ManageJ\lCDl. sqphomore said.
"It is very relevant for college
students and has a big draw."
One of the two presenters,
Dorion Solot, said she learned
from her parents at a young age
that masturbation was okay
"My parents said masturbation is fine-it's just something
you do in private, like not in the
sandbox," she said.
Marshal Miller and Solot
went on to criticize the sexualpsychological censorship often
experienced by children, discussing the issue of parents conditioning infants to avoid contact with their reproduc tive
organs and teaching adolescents
to say "no" to sex.
After the group presentation,
the males and females were separated for more intimate discuss ions.
In the male group, Miller said
surveys showed that most
women pre fer "th ~ motion of the
ocean" to size and don' t like
qu iet sex.
In the female group, Solot
brainsto nned "things that feel
sexy" inc luding c hocolate,
shower fau cets, dirty tho ughts,
lubricstio n and full bladders
during sex.
Mi ller suid the event wus
intended to promote heulthy living through cncouruging scxunl
knowledge und uwure ness.
' !~ s h irt s were ulso sold with
plnns to donute 25 Jll'rccnt of the
profits to Breust <'nn<'<'r Ac tion,
on orguni zutwn <k<ill"lll<·d to
lia ht ing hrcust cunc<' t.
Sophmnurc Kel sey Strundl'ol yuk sutd th<· tnfonnuti on
l!llincd 111 the l<·ctur<' wou ld stuy
with her li u· tt long tunc.
" It's the gil\ thut k<•cps o n l!iV·
Ittl!," she suid.

---- ----- -- - -

'Hot' Oannel jeans marketed after class project
What began as a class project
has evolved into a marketable
business plan that four Colorado
State University students plan to
pursue after graduation.
A group of students in the
Certificate
Entrepreneurship
Program have created a unique·
product, different from anything
else on the market. The product,
called Hettie Jeans, was created
for women who live in cold
weather c limates.
Hettie Jeans are women's
flanne l-lined jeans printed with
the school's logo, said Leigh
Sabey, a senior business major.
T he jeans have won two
national fourth-place awards
and will sell for $59.95 .
Earlier this semester, Hettie
Jeans was chosen to represent
the university at two different
competitions. They beat out six
other teams from the entrepreneurship program.
Hettie Jeans recently trawled
to Lincoln, Neb., to compete in
the University o f Nebraska's
NU
Ve ntur es
W o rld
Competition on Ma rch 24
through 26, whe re they wo n
fourth place and $750.
Venture Adventure is un annual business c om ~ t i tion hosted
by C'olor:Hio Stute University
thut took place over the wct•kend.
Th,• two-d uy event begun with
<'ttd t I<'Uil\ presenting its product
to u pnncl o f j udges. Euch team
httd to <'lltHiuct n 15-minute
pt"<'S<'tllutio n und u 10-minut<' Qntl(I-A session. Tht• pnul'l
JUdgt•s wns comprist•d of prominent business k n<k rs fro m the
Front Runge nrcu. lklim· prest·nting their pmduct. eudt tt·am
subntittcd 11 w rittl'll husmess
plt1n.
ll ottll' Jcuns plnn•d f<>urth in
th e V~ ntU rl' Ad ve ntur e
CniiiJil'lllll'll nml w11s nwtll\k<l a
cuslt ptll.t' nf $ 1,lSO.
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DonetOeath
BY JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR
have even become acceptable.
And , while some of the cliches
I've noticed lately can't always
be avoided, it still irritates me
that they all appear in each of
the recent horror films I've seen
in the theater.
First, there's always a creepy
dead kid, or an eerie loner kid
who makes friends with the
creepy dead kid. Kids are scary
enough on their own, but make
them look pale or bloody, or have
them playing hopscotch or something with ghost children, and I
want nothing to do with them. In
almost every movie I've seen
lately, kids are spotted alone in
their bedrooms, talking to "no
one"-imaginary friends, the parents think. Nope. They're talking
to the dead kid who was murdered ln their bedroom before
they lived there, of course.
Secondly, directors always find
a way to incorporate mirrors into
their horror films. I'm already
afraid enough of mirrors-in the
dark or when I just know my hair
looks bad. My mirror-in-the-dark
fear probably stems from seeing
Candy Man when I was 9. But
lately, I'm not afraid of mirrors in
movies because it's so completely predictable that something
scary is going to happen with
them.
It almost always happens like
th is: The main character is in the
bathroom, doing something stupid like preparing to bathe (I
know that's the last thing I'd be
do1ng 1f all kmds of fnghtening
things were tlappemng 1n my
house), "suspenseful music" is
cued, steam from the shower
starts to fog the mirror, and

That's it. I'm boycotting horror
movies. S11riously. The last half
dozen horror flicks I've seen,
while they had their occasional
shock-value moments, were
nothing but cliches strung together like popcorn pieces on a
Christmas tree. (Does anyone
even do that anymore?)
The first Ring is the last horror
movie I saw that contained any
original e lements- and even that
wasn't completely original, as it
was a remake of the Japanese
film, Ringu. Clearly, Americans
can't make a film without leaning
on the crutch of the almighty
cliche.
Irs no surprise that horror
movies use the same elements
again and again. We all remember when Jamie Lee Curtis was
the "scream queen" from the
Halloween series, and since
then, the most significant role a
woman had in a scary movie
was just that: the screamer. Or
the runner. And, according to the
filmmakers, a dumbass, because
they always have women running toward what they should be
runn1ng from: Up the sta1rs when
they should be running down, or
into the house when they should
be going out. But these kinds of
cliches are to be expected, and

BAM!- some nefarious figure is
spotted--either behind the character, or in place of the character. Please. Outside the bathroom, there's usually a mirror
propped in some dark hallway,
showing glimpses of figures blurring by throughout the film.
Scary, or a cheap and easy visual effect?
Back to the bathroom (since
when did that become the scariest room in a house, anyway?
What happened to basements?).
We can a lmost always count on
the faucet runn ing red with
blood, orange with rust, or brown
with some sludgy muck.
Sometimes, we even get a trifecta of all three colors, gradually
changing from orange to brown
to red. Gross. Nine times out of
10, the character in the scene
will touch the liquid to see what it
is. Yep, just as we suspectedit's blood.
Now to the bathtub. In recent
horror films, there's always
something going on in the tub or
shower. Usually, the character in
the tub is nearly drowned by
"something," which turns out to
be nothing, or felt up in the
shower by some supernatural
being.
Each time I've gone to the theater to see a "scary" movie, I
leave somewhat disappointed.
Milk Duds never last long
enough, and aside from a couple
shocking scenes, the movies are
just like the ones before them,
with maybe a slight twist. But
what always scares me the most
is the thought of never seeing
something original again.

I
---------------------------- ---- -- --------------------~
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"American Idol'' host Ryan
Seacrest was idolized himself
on Apri l 20, when he was
"starred" on th e Hollywood
Walk of Fame. The honor was
not for his work on the hit show,
but for his 15 years of radio
broadcasting. Surprised that
Seacrest was honored? He
was too. He was reported as
telling numerous newspapers,
"I thought this would be the
most unpopular star dedication

ever."

----------- - -------------------~
Look how they shine for you.
Gain some experience as a film
eX1ra by attending any of Wilco's
shows at the Vic th is week (May
4-7). The four-night stint will be
filmed fo r an upcoming DVD. So
your name won't be in lights, but
if you scream loud enough or
push your way to the front of the
crowd, you might be that obnoxious crazed fan that everyone
makes fun of when they buy it.

Coldplay is breezing through
Chicago to play an intimate gig at
Metro on May 6--exactly a month
before the release of their much
anticipated third album, X& Y which
includes the already No. 1 single,
(on iTunes, anyway) "Speed of
Sound." The band also has similar
small venue "buzz gigs" planned
for Toronto and San Francisco to
hype up the album before they take
off for the Coachella music fest- •
and then their big European tour. :

-------------------------------------·
Jamie Murnane - jmurnane@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.8565

Trlah Be ndix - tbendlx@c hronlc lemall.com - 312.344.7521
Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclemall.com - 312.344.7086
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These aren't your Grandma's knitting needles
Local Stitch 'n Bitc h groups Introduc e hobby to o young r

n ration

By K. And orson/Sioll Wt itot
Debbie Stolle1 employs n1:my
cnlchphrosos to toll tho wotld
llull knitting Is no longot just lot
\Jil11K1nlolllurs Onu oll101 n1oto
cololful piHIIsos Is. "You ul11'l
shit II you don't ~nit"
Stoller's book. Stilch '11 Bitch
The K11itlot ·,. Hollcfl.)()oh. pub
llslmd In 2003. clolms llmt n1010
llum 38 nulhon Amotlcnns ktul
:md thot since 1996. 1110 tlllnl
bet of women undo1 ·15 wl1o knit
01 crochet hns tloublml
On ony IJIVOII luosllny night.
tl's eusy to bohovo ttl lito 1\t t
Gollory
Colo.
190/
N
Mtlwoukee Avo About :!0
women. ranging 111 ogo hotn 20
to 45 nllod more thon hull 1110
shop. They ore tolklng. lllllll
l1;.mds busy making ovorylllnl!J
11om scorvos to swooto1s tu
l>uckpacks. In tho wtntot 1110
ol oup fills the wholu shop .
Son1o ore novices nntl olllots
tmvo boon knitting sn1co t11oy
wote little girts. and nil ate wei·
COillO.

According to Brondo Janish,
who founded one of tile first
Stitch 'n Bitch groups In
Clucago in October 2000. thoro
aro currently more then 200
such
groups
worldwide.
They've started oppoorlng In
Chicago neighborhoods like
Hyde Park, Logan Square and
Lincoln Square.
"I came hero not knowing

tlnyono Now sonlU of lilY clos
Uuth Mct llUUilllll, ;>:1. n "olli\Jl
ust flltmds tuo In tho gt oup," Colutnhlu f u~h lon rlmllynllltljot.
snld l ~ m;lwol Co bn ~otlll , who sold ul1o shutoil 1,111111np nhuut
IIH UU Y<HH:I nuo. IJUI Wllll 111 1:1
Jllllh!d IIH tlO YOlli S OtJO.
ll tllotl thnl pnlll!lllU nllll 1111'1
Nt>w Cnbusmu1 liuii)S UIIJIIIl
l;u ovu111s uutsklu usunl chtlll tll:lo nil suo111 to lio
l ut>::dny
liuSIIJilOli lUI old lolilu:; ~I ll!
11lght
moot in g~.
Ruconlly. silo convlncod most wus dullghtod by 1110 hlp n11d
or tllo y toul) to finish on tho ptotty puttOIIlS shu fountl wiHIIl
uvPnlll\J with leo cruotn hu m ~h o stut nblod upon Sl ulltll '~;
lfuwn tho strout tit Mtuglu'a Stitch 'n Uitcll book
C:uafi\l~ Col.losuo11 oruullllua
Lindo notldy t ouch o~ "
nllou t two ovonts u wook. "loxtllo I UiJIICUtiOII l udHIIqll<!ll
n•GhtdllliJ uctlvltloa llko ctunplng cluss ot Colullllilo tllld Stlltt "'"'
silo bolluvos tllo pupul111lty tlf
n11d nttollcfllliJ tocul ploys
Must or tho o•oup auld tho knltllny chtulgos cyr.llenlly
popultulty of knlttlnu 011d kill!
Roddy's ctuss locusou on n tfll
llllrJ t:IICIOS hovo f'OSUi fllCOd US lotont upuclolly ouch sotnmlhJt
tllltl ls COIICIJIIhnlhlU 1!11 ~lliltllllj
H hundy hobby und l1 UIOUI
suclul opportunity I nlttlnu Is tills spling
known for Its nlOdltutlvo ulfocts
Roddy suys l11tutost In ~""
und Is o orout uctlvlty to puss tltliJ douulo tunotlQ sturluntn 111
time on u troln. bus or uvun In tllo lost low yucus Silo ntttiiJ
front or tho lV.
utou ll1u IIIOtlt •ucunt cyt:ln of
'Tvu olton wlshod thnt I could popultully to puullcolluns ll~u
got owoy with knlltlng ut utulf Slltcll 'n l:lll t:ll tultl Vuuuu
meetings," Louro Adon1s sutd Knlltlng llltiOUIIIIU, tllong with
os shu workod on o swutch lu1 tho uttunllun sllowu•utl un
an orongo swootm mudu 110111 colol.ltlty knltto1 s llku Jullu
spoclol ordorod ronch-rlbbOIIl Roborts tlrld Ctunoton 01u1
McLuuylllln Is 11ot u pcul ur t•
yorn. Adorns oxplolnotl tllut
knitting Is not o chuup hobby. Stitch 'n Bitch II' oup. 1)111 suld
tho ovorogo knlttod swuo tot allu would dullnituty bu lntu10st
costs around $ 100. not to mon· od In joining uno In tllo futuro In
tlon oil th o hours of hurd work
tho motmlhnu nhu sultl Nllu'll
Most ogrood thot knlltlng Is so onjoy knllll11g 1!1 Rotltly's clnKs
much work. ond so 1~1uch fun. llocouso hot' cluss Is llku u ulllch
that porting with llnlshotl pro)· 'n bitch 8U8SIOil
octs Is almost lmposslblo.

flnun·aunlut cllltun onjuya " ttulot oventny ur knllllniJ "' the fit I
M l lwt~ukeo flvo

l0AIIIlly Clllti, 100/ N

Mu~~tl.•y

tlu uunh1hw •tlny unly. Nut VAlid with n11y olhot ulr111 Oou• I"' ' tnloiP
----

Apartmont & Roomnu.to Mnrkotpl ttco

Please donnie your eggN anw1yn10UMiy. We prot niNe

the most positive experience with 'EO.
Local PllyNiclanHavallahlc . Call

<trc;t
o.P:fwns

uH if

you

• J1emale between 20 30 years old
• A healthy, non·NIIIoker

For.!Jlfg,nn!!tiWl call

84 t -o5o- ~733 The Center J'or l!gg 0/Jtiou ~

or 773-490-EGGS

JJiinoiN, l.LC infot1ocuK4 l.co111

arc :

1 - 877 - FOR-RENT
ChkHJ.tO&
All U.S. ('It Ieos

I m•g Tc•r·•u
S hcH'I Tc·•·tn

J.l."'t Ap1n ·t n• c• ut <~
& J<oo 111 "1 l' r·c·c·
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Resurrecting the '90s
Garbage, Weezer, New Order and Nine Inch Nails c ome to Chicago in the same week to promote new albums
By Trlsh Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
With so much new music being pumped into existence, it's good to
have some familiar faces provide something new to listen to, or at least
a tour T-shirt to replace the old faded one.
For those who thought VH1 's "I Love the '90s" was created too soon,
they must not appreciate the great music that the decade produced.
Aside from Mark Wahlberg's foray into hip-hop and the rise of boy
groups, there were a lot of rock 'n' roll bands that deserved their space
on the radio airwaves and their videos played on MTV ( back when it still
set aside time to actually play videos).
The rock musicians that survived grunge, drugs and payola couldn't
stay away long. This week, four of the most important and genre-defining bands of the '90s (ranging from emo to goth) will be in the city for
sold-out shows. New Order will play the Aragon Ballroom on Tuesday,
the day before Weezer stops there (the same night Garbage is playing
Metro across town). Nine Inch Nails play the Congress Theatre on
Saturday, just to remind Chicago that industrial rock will not be left out of
the decade's music revival.

Nine Inch Nails

Last release: Things Falling Apart, 2000
New album: With Teeth, May 3

Trent Reznor can sing a brilliant falsetto. He's been underrated as a vocalist since Pretty
Hate Machine in 1989. He's usually noted for his industrial, yet accessible, goth songs like "The Perfect Drug"
and "Closer" from Nine Inch Nails' most successful
album, The Downward Spiral from 1994.
With Teeth is bringing back another semblance of the
'90s. The anger and violent threat of Reznor's lyrics,
alongside the drum, bass, and electronic screams,
echo a time when Marilyn Manson was considered a
threat and the number of rock bands outnumbered the
lip-synching pop stars. With Teeth is.n't a change for
Nine Inch Nails; it's just a depressing replication with
more post-production work to make it radio friendly. In
fact, Reznor's vocals, at worst, can sound a little like
John Mayer's.
Show: Saturday, May 7 at ?p.m.
Congress Theatre, 2135 N. Milwaukee Ave.

$30

Garbage
Last release: Beautiful Gart:>age, 2001
New album: Bleed Like Me, April 11

It's been a trying few years
for Garbage, whose last
album arrived close to 9/11 ,
when press junkets felt unimportant. Then vocalist Shirley
Manson had to endure voicethreatening throat surgery. But
they forged ahead, and
Garbage's new single "Why
do you Love Me?" is a blissful
reminder of the '90s.
Manson's sexy and angstfilled vocals are paired with a
backdrop of grunge-punk,
though using fewer electronic
toys than previous albums.
The lyrics are trite in comparison to past tracks, but the
music holds up, and fans' hopes are sure to be reinstated after the devastation of 2001's Beautiful Garbage.
Those who remember Garbage solely for singles like "I Think I'm
Paranoid," "Stupid Girl," "Push It," and "Only Happy When it Rains" will
love Bleed Like Me (proven by the album's debut at No. 4 on the Billboard
charts). It_is regurgitation at its finest, taking their musical patterns from
1998's Version 2.0, their best album to date.
Show: Wednesday, May 4 at 7:30 p.m.
Metro, 3730 N. Clark St.
$32
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Weezer

Last Release: Maladroit, 2002

New Album: Make Believe, May 10
It hasn't been that long since Maladroit, but for Weezer
fans, it's forever (the 5-year wait between Pinkerton and
The Green Album almost killed them). And by Weezer standards. Maladroit was a bit of a letdown.
But with the single "Beverly Hills" from Make Believe,
there is a little hope for the lighthearted, fun nerd-rock of
past albums.
Front man Rivers Cuomo's vocals are a little more mature
than usual-after all, he's been through a couple semesters
at Harvard. Weezer and Garbage are arm in arm in the '90s
revolution, bringing it full circle to fight off the return of the
'80s with bands like Gang of Four suddenly reuniting. But
there's room for everyone if Weezer can write more songs
as catchy and crazy as "Hash Pipe."
Show: Wednesday, May 4 at 7:30 p.m.
Aragon Ballroom, 1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
$27

New Order

Last release: Get Ready, 2001
New album: Waiting for the Sirens' Call, April 26

One of the best bands to survive the new wave backlash of the '90s, and its subsequent reinvention in the last three years has been New Order (three of which w13re members of Joy Division).
After recording two successful albums (Unknown Pleasures and Closei) Curtis committed suicide,
leaving the rest of his band mates distraught and without direction. But not for long. New Order
bounced back with Movement one year later and their sophomore release Power. Corruption. & Lies acknowledged that
they would not only survive as a band, but could reach the
~..;~;-;~~~t"<"- ,;:.u.
mainstream with power-pop rock singles like "Blue Monday."
Waiting for the Sirens' Call is their eighth album and one of
the most anticipated. Chicago alone had three huge listening
parties (including one at goth-rock nightclub Neo). New
Order's new album is showing the new kids (like Hot Hot
Heat and The Rapture) that they invented the dance-rock
that is repackaged and sold today, arid can still do it better.
Show: Tuesday. May 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Aragon Ballroom, 1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
$47
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• Higl1-performancc digital SLR witl16.3 Meg,?pixel CMOS sensor m1d Imaging Processor.
• High-speed, wide-area 7-point AF with superimposed fowsing points.
• 72 shooting modes including 6 PIC (Programmed Image Control) modes.
• Compact and lightweight body with ergonomic design and col/lrollayout.
• Direct Print support with PictBridge - compatible printers plus Ex1f Print m1d DPOF 1. 1.
· Compatible with more tlwn 50 EF Lense~ and most EOS system accessories mcluding EX-series Speedlites.
· Includes Canon U.S.A.. Inc. 7-year Limited Wc1rranty and Registratioo Card. Warranty available for inspection .
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no more mr. hollywoo
BY TODD BURBO/A& [ [[)!TO R
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hen speaking to Tom
Cruise, it's impossible to escape the
feeling that you're
not talking to the
actor, but simply one of his characters.
In particular, he is reminiscent
of Frank T.J. Mackey, the in your
face, image-is-everything sex
advisor from P.T. Anderson's 1999
fi lm Magnolia.
Like Mackey, Cruise's statements are polite and polished to
the point of sounding scripted,
which is understandable, considering his 20 years as an A-list
celebrity. If two decades of consistent success have proven anything, it's that Cruise has mastered the game that is Hollywood.
This summer, he is aligning
once more with one of the few
names in the film industry that
can match the luster of his own:
Steven Spielberg. The two have
worked together in the past, on
2002's Minority Report, a sci-fi
masterpiece that was both actionpacked and thought provoking.
Their new project is also science fiction-a modern adaptation of the H.G. Wells classic War
of the Worlds. Although the story
!'~...sh9Y(n on film in _1953,
Cruise and Spielberg ·agreed that
an updated version would be
entertai11ing.
"We both enjoyed the book,"
Cruise said in a recent interview.
"But we're telling the story from a
subjective point of view, so it's
going to be quite frightening. It's
going to be terrifying."
Changing the story's point of
view means straying from the
original , something that Cruise
freely admits.
"[Our version] is definitely original. It's new, but it has essentially

W

the same themes," he said.
The subjective point of view that
Cruise described is that of Ray
Ferrier, a man desperately trying
to save his family amidst an alien
invasion.
Although the film is a massively
budgeted, effects-laden blockbuster, Cruise believes that its
success will ultimately hinge on
his performance as Ferrier.
"You can have all of the effects
in the world, but if you're not
invested in the story, and you' re
not invested in those characters,
it doesn't matter," Cruise said.
Acting in front of a blue or
green screen, as Cruise did in
War of the Worlds, is a difficulty
that Hollywood actors have been
learning to deal with for some
time now. But, according to
Cruise, Spielberg makes sure the
procedure is as painless as possible.
"What Steven did was use previsualization, o r pre-vis for short,"
Cruise said. "He designed a lot of
effects on the computer, but then
he would alter the set to give me
an idea of what I'm looking at. We
also used a lot of on-site effects.
Spielberg is great at knowing
what he needs for a particular
scene."
Cruise downplays the difference
between real sets and green
screens, choosing to believe that,
in either situation, his job is the
same.
"I just had to figure out 'What
would it rea lly be like?' And , as an
actor, you just have to create it.
That's what acting is. I had to
make sure that I gave the full
range of intensity and emotion. It
was a challenge, but it was fun,"
he said.
Cruise's seemingly unbreakable
status as Hollywood's elite lead-

ing man has allowed him access
to a wide variety of projects; his
career has wandered across the
cinematic map. Blockbusters such
as Risky Business and Top Gun
cemented his fame in the early
'80s, giving him a "Mr. Hollywood"
reputation and the power to
choose riskier roles.
Although he chose to stay
active in the realm of summer
blockbusters through the ongoing
Mission Impossible franchise,
1999 brought new life to Cruise's
career in the form of two critically
acclaimed art flicks.
The first was Stanley Kubrick's
final project, Eyes Wide Shut, a
psychological thriller of sorts that
featured Cruise opposite his thenwife Nicole Kidman. That same
year, Cruise starred in Magnolia,
an epic piece of depression
directed by P.T. Anderson.
Cruise's performance as the emotionally fractured Mackey was
among the strongest of his career,
and should have dispelled any
criticism persisting from his
Cocktail days.
If he's to be believed, Cruise
doesn't choose projects to please
critics, and in fact he doesn't pay
attention to criticism at all. He is
equally proud of every role he's
played, and seemed insulted at
the prospect of having the reputation "Mr. Hollywood."
"I don't really care [about my
reputation]," he said, laughing.
"What's important i_s that I make
the movies that I want to make.
What people say about me doesn't matter. I make the movies I
want to make, and I'm incredibly
proud of that."
Cruise emphasized that he has
personally supported and
believed in every film he has been
involved in. Even early in his
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career, he was confident that he
could support himself one way or
another, and thus never took roles
out of desperation for a paycheck.
"Every role that I've had has
been rewarding to me. When I
started out, I thought 'It doesn't
matter, I know I can work.' And
I'm not even talking about working
as an actor, I'm someone who
can take care of himself," he said.
"So I'm going to do what I want to
do and live my life in the way that
I think is best."
Cruise's willingness to discuss
philosophy and spirituality shows
a side of the actor that fans don't
often get to see on screen, but his
beliefs have been embodied in at
least one of his characters.
"Samurai, to me, is right on
there with what I believe is a man.
It's the journey of a man who
essentially believes that he is his
body; he learns that he is a spiritual being, and he learns about
integrity and honor, which are
things I believe in," he said.
When it comes to future projects, Cruise said he isn't just looking for a great role, he's looking
for a great role he's never played
before. As he's proven during the
latter half of his career, Cruise
prizes a diverse resume more
than anything.
"I try not to limit myself. It's
important as an artist to find your
own voice in a character," he said.
If Cruise cou ld go back and do
it all again, it's very likely that he
wouldn't change a thing. And who
can blame him? His career choices have made him a timeless cinematic icon.
"Each experience has been distinctly unique," Cruise said. "And
each has been rewarding. They
all have added to the journey of
who I am now."

From left to right: a still from War Of The Worlds. C ruise with W07W directo r Spielbe rg and a still from The Last Samurai.
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More to Marc Ecko than the rhinO

By Justin Leonard/The Battalion (Texas A&M)
But the cats in Minneapolis
are every bit as cool.

Since launching his urban-themed
clothing company in 1993 with the
now-ubiquitous rhinoceros logo, Ecko
Unlimited has since expanded into
magazines (Complex), video games
(an upcoming launch with Atari) and
hot brands such as Avirex and 50
Cent's G-Unit clothing.
Tell me about your new video
game.
Ecko: The game is called Getting Up,
Contents Under Pressure. It's set for
release in September. It's a story
about the lead character, Train, who
is thrown into the mean streets of a
city called New Radiance. New
Radiance is fifteen minutes in the
future. It's an alternate reality, a mix
between New York City and Kowloon,
Hong Kong. The city has the verticalness of Kowloon mixed with the architectural and cultural details of New
York. We follow Train on the path from
being a 'toy' (a graffiti artist novice) to a
'legend.' The core idea poses a question: What if graffiti could change the
world? His weapon is his art.
When you're developing products,
whether clothing or a magazine or a
video game, how do you know something is going to be a hH nationwide?
If something is hot in New York City,
does H make H an instant hit across
the country?
Ecko: Absolutely not. There is no more
Midwest, there are no more coasts. It
doesn't exist anymore. The business of

Where ·i s this most prevalent in the music Industry?
Ecko: Crunk music. You go
to Atlanta and crunk means
something completely different than what it means in
New York. Music has a different meaning depending
on location. You go to a real
hip-hop club in Atlanta and
crunk music is CRUNK! You
go to a club on Sunset
Boulevard and crunk is pop
music. There's something Right: The designer behind the rhino (above),
emotionally that people con- Marc Ecko.
nect to and that's why they ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
buy it. But people aren't
People think they're big now, wait until
checking for it in New York like they they rock their first cell phone.... If Apple
are down south. They like the produc- opened a hotel today I would stay in an
tion but they can't really get down with Apple hotel. Their products are instantly
the culture.
gratifying, they empower people and
do
it
through
design.
they
With the convergence of the enter- Democratization of design. It's design at
tainment, technology, fashioh ahd all price points and levels. Design is no
music industries, what do you see longer added value. Design must be
emerging?
present at every tier of ' the shopping
Ecko: Apple is the brand of the future. experience.

culture is regional. Look at the music
business, artists like T.l. in Atlanta, selling a million units virtually just in that
area alone. Artists like Bump Johnson
signed to Atlantic, who has the capacity
to sell 1.5 million in the Chicago area.
Look at Green Day, they're not very significant in New York, but they're monsters on the West Coast. The country IJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!!!!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
has culture and personality all over the
place. Minneapolis, they have one of
the most burgeoning music scenes in
the whole country. Some of the best
real music talent, in terms of capacity to
play instruments, is in that scene. You
Chicaso's first and
highly
say Minneapolis, Minnesota to a hiprespected program is looking for
ster in downtown NYC and they laugh.

Help create a family
most

the following:
EGG DONORS

to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will
take medication and undergo a minor surgical
Serious inquiries only.
20- 29

GESTATIONAl SURROGATES
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy ~vomen between
ages of 21-35 who have given birth to at least one child.
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700 S. FEDERAL, CHICAGO
Studios
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

Ci111 ahc)llt

'll'' ·.reclrJI'> now'

from $865
from $1095
from S1695
~ 12 !127.0/0o

prl nterssq u. •rea rts@wa II c.com
waterton prop~rty management
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'Critic'al thinking
Chicago music critic Jim DeRogatis to discuss the biz with students, journalists
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
Ryan Adams can't stand him.
Rolling Stone canned him.
Music fans need him. He's Jim
DeAogatis, or DeAo as he's
popularly referred to, the pop
music critic for the Chicago
Sun-Times. DeAogatis is
known for breaking the infamous A. Kelly case open and
frequently schmoozing with
rockers like Courtney Love, but
above all, he's known for his
blatantly honest music criticism.
DeAogatis, along with the
Chicago Tribune's Greg Kat,
his partner on WXAT's "Sound
Opinions," (known as the
"world's only rock 'n' roll talk
show") is coming to Columbia
for a discussion sponsored by
the Journalism Department
May 5.
Sharon
Bloyd-Peshkin,
director of Columbia's magazine program, said the discussion-along with others that
have been held this year,
including Robert Boynton ,
director
of
New
York
University's graduate magazine program and author of the
nonfiction anthology, The New
New Journalism-is part of a
move toward initiating an
ongoing discussion series
planned for next year.
Bloyd-Peshkin said the
department hopes to host discussions on a weekly basis.
"There are not going to be
any classes scheduled in the
Journalism
Department
between noon and 1 p.m. on
Fridays," Blc;>)£d-Peshkin said.
She added that bringing professional journalists on campus to talk about the field
"energizes the department.•
Bringing Kat
and DeAogatis
this week was an
obvious choice,
she said, as they
are the biggest
names in music
criticism
in
Chicago and represent the two
. largest newspapers in the state.
While many people are familiar with DeAogatis' clear-cut
opinions of recent concerts or
new releases (he said he's currently "wrestling with the new
Weezer album"), they typically
don't know much about the
man behind these opinions.
A Jersey City, N.J., native,
DeAogatis began his stint as a
journalist right out of NYU's
journalism program, by working for The Jersey Journal, a

Top Row: Covers from DeRo's works. /lbove Left: DeRo at Hideout for the release party of his book. 'Milk it.'
/lbove Right: DeRo and Greg Kot taping their weekly music talk show. 'Sound Opinions.'

medium-sized daily newspaper. After five years as a
beat/investigative
reporter,
DeRogatis burned out.
"I just couldn't ask another
African-American mother in the
projects about
how she felt after
her son was
shot," he said.
So he moved
to Minneapolis,
where he said
many of his
friends were living "much better
lives," working
part-time, playing in rock bands
or drawing comic books.
Just as his savings account
was about to run dry,
DeRogatis was hired as assistant editor of the now-defunct
music magazine, Request,
where he spent two years honing his music writing skills.
After his time at Request,
DeRogatis came to Chicago
for his first stint as the pop
music critic of the Sun-limes,
which lasted from 1992 to

"I don't
put

up

with

bullshit."

1995. He jumped at the chance
to work for Rolling Stone in
New York, like many aspiring
journalists would have done.
DeRogatis worked as the
deputy music editor of Rolling
Stone, but that lasted only
eight months. He was fired for
giving former cover boys
Hootie and the Blowfish a bad
review.
"It was the most hellish experience," he said of his short
stay at the glossy music magazine.
DeRogatis, who's been back
at the Sun-limes since 1997,
said the magazine was full of
politics and there was no room
for honest criticism-which is
all he knew how to do.
"Ironically, there's more freedom in a daily newspaper than
there was at [Rolling Stone],"
he said. "Here, I have to cover
everything, because it's news. I
have to cover things like
Britney Spears, but the Sunlimes doesn't care what I say
about her."
Aside from working from

home, which he said is "a great
day job" that he never plans to
leave again, DeRogatis is a
contributor to various publications such as Spin, Harp,
Guitar World and Modern
Drummer, to name a few.
While his experience at
Rolling Stone wasn't a positive
one, DeRogatis said there are
still music magazines out there
that don't let albums sales or
advertisers determine the content, and he only writes for
publications that allow him to
convey his opinions, whether
the artist whose album he's
trashing is a best-seller or not.
"I don't put up with bullshit,"
he said.
Aside from writing for magazines and newspapers, the critic has also penned several
rock-related books, including
Turn On Your Mind: Four
Decades of Great Psychedelic
Rock in 1996; Let It Blurt: The
Life and Times of Lester
Bangs, America's Greatest
Rock Critic in 2000; and Milk It!
Collected Musings on the

Alternative Music Explosion of
the '90s in 2003; an anthology
of his published work on alternative music.
He also edited, along with his
wife,
Carmel
CarrilloDeRogatis, another anthology,
Kill Your Idols: A New
Generation of Rock Writers
Reconsiders the Classics in
2004.
DeRogatis is currently working on a biography of the
Flaming Lips, Staring at
Sound: The True Story of
Oklahoma's Fabulous Flaming
Lips, to be published in spring
2006 by Broadway Books.
After that, he said he'll work on
his "pseudo-memoir."
As DeAogatis said in his
introduction to Milk It!, his
" ... approach to rock criticism is
that it's best when it's a spirited
dialogue between people who
care passionately about the
music."
This spirited dialogue can be
heard May 5 at 3 p.m. at the
11th floor faculty lounge of the
624 S. Michigan Ave. building.

Don't forget your toothbrush
Latest incarnation of classic 'Hitchhiker's Guide' a worthy remake
By John Soltes/Daily Targum
Douglas Adams, gifted social
satirist and sci-fi enthusiast,
struck a gold mine in 1978
when
he
created
The
Hitchhiker's Guide To The
Galaxy, a BBC radio and television series. Ever since its original inception, Hitchhiker's has
evolved into many different
media, including theater, TV, literature, video games and finally on April 29, film.
The process took more than
25 years to get off the ground,
but the results are satisfying
enough for Robbie Stamp, business colleague and personal
friend of the late Adams, as well
as the executive producer for
the new movie. "[Adams] would
have liked the care and passion," Stamp said. "I think we've
done a good job."
Stamp's oprnion is met with
similar sentiments from the
film's director, Garth Jennings,
and co-screenwriter. Karey
Kirkpatrick 'We didn't want to
be un-

Douglasey," Jennings said. At
first, Jennings didn't revel at the
chance to direct such a summer blockbuster. "I was reluctant to do the job," he said.
Kirkpatrick
agreed
with
Jennings' apprehension, and
said that he didn't want to be
the guy who screwed up
Hitchhiker's. He was given the
task of taking an unfinished
script from executive producer
Robbie Stamp, and finishing it
based on what Adams had in
mind. This transfer of writing
came after Adams' unexpected
death in 2001 while he was
knee-deep in the Hitchhiker's
cinematic adaptation.
When asked which scenes
were from Adams and which
were personally written by himself, Kirkpatrick had no comment.
The Hitchhiker's Guide To
The Galaxy is a story following
the travels of alien and human
mrsfits trying to survive in the
wayward galaxy following the
destruction of Earth. Along the
way, there are plen ty of JOkes,
pondenngs abou t the
meanrng of life, doubtrng
whales and srngrng <Jolphrns
The film sports u
dynmnrc cant, dovord of
f:lny
brg
Hollywood
nnmo<; .John Mulkovlch
ma~fJr. :1 CWflfJO :1t;

tho

only r. hnrrH.tor unlquoly
<.roErlod for tho movio.
Hummo Knvulu fhiR inlvr·
galactic mlsslonory Is o prototyplcnl (.IJit lond01. who Ieoda o
conqrutJotion us thoy ~o~walt
tho orrlvol of tho tJig
Hontlkorchlof I:Josldes
Malkovlch, tho other
nnnm~ In tho cust aro
les<;or known ucturs who
oro rMpm.IAIIIII 1110 flnltl ,
1!111 •.nrtnl11ly mn 11111
hlflf . ~hllqlor tlrnwq
Mml111 f tnf1111AII (1\HI.'q
" f hA [}fflt,H" ) ph1yo /\1 linn

Dent, the typical everyman who
quickly finds himself one of the
few survivors of a destructed
Earth. Freeman is upfront
about not being known among
audience members. "I don't
mind them not knowing anything about me. The star of the
film is Douglas Adams," he
said.
Mos Def (The Italian Job)
plays Ford Prefect, an intergalactic journalist who teaches
Dent about the wonders of
hitchhiking. Def is best known
for his foray into the hip-hop/rap
music scene. He has recently
broken into serious acting roles ,
and this year was nominated
for a Golden Globe for HBO's
Something the Lord Made.
Sam Rockwell (Matchstick
Men) plays Zaphod Beeblebrox,
an Elvis-esque character who
is the president of the galaxy.
Rockwell originally auditioned
for the role of Ford Prefect, but
the director instantly wanted
him as Beeblebrox. Rockwell
said his portrayal of Beeblebrox
is an amalgamation of different
rnfluonces. rncluding his friend
Vrnce Vaughn's impersonation
of Elvrs. Brll Clinton, Goorgo W
Bush. Freddie Mercury, Brad
f'rtl nncl Hon Solo He said his
overall proporotron tor ony role
rs tlrffrcult "My preporation
cornos ou t o f four und punic,"
Rockwull anlcl
/oooy Do ~ c fl ru rol (Almost
rmnous) plnys frllhnn. Oont's
lovo lntorost tmcl onotflor sur·
vlvor of th o plnnot Emtll
Deschunol Ia not worrlutJ ubout
whoth or dlol111rd 1-1/tc/J/Jiker
Ions will bo 11urpy wllll tho
movlo
"You con't plooso ovorybody,"
she 111lld "Wo tllcl justice to tile
book"
Wnrwlck lloviR, of Willow
fnrno . plnyR Mnrvln, tiro porn
nolrl tllldrold
• /liP 11/lt lrlllknr 'q n ultle In f/IP
Ouloq' I• In 1/rnnlnt .~ 11ow
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Don't change for me

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Farmer's
product1on
5 Red beginning?
10 Movie p1g
14 G1ves a hand to
15 Like showers
16 Thicke or King
17 Heliotrope
19 Siva's title
20 Missionary
Junipero
21 Word before or
after pack
22 Luges
23 Mass of metal
25 Existed
26 As a precaution
29 Deserve
31 Lofty peak
311 Jeanette
MacDonald 's
partner
36 Melville novel
37 Emptied
38 Similar things
40 Silver and ·
Perlman
41 Blue-eyed feline
43 NASA orbiter
44 Banana wrap
45 Kisses and
cuddles
46 Observe
47 Type of printer
49 Temple table
52 Enthusiasm
53 _ you mind!
57 Perform ushering
58 Rambling
60 Segment of a

sewer
61
62
63
64
65

F.O.E. chapter
Frozen desserts
Impudence
Whimsical
Branch
headquarters?

DOWN
t Hacks
2 Tick off
3 Nose alert
4 Sk1n ailment
5 Part of TGIF
6 Explosive liquid,
bnefly
7 D1dn't smk
8 Flat fee?

0fii02/0fi

0 2005 Tribune MMtla s.Mc•s, lnc.
All righlsrHerwd.

9 Fruit drink
10 Fancy dances
11 Lotion additive
12 National poet
13 Conclusions
18 "Cheers" star
22 "The Streets of

_ Francisco"
24 River to Lake
Ontario
25 Dry quality of
humor

26 A rboreal lemur
27 Peter and a
Wolfe
28 Highland groups
30 First father
31 Shell rival
32 Boston airport
33 Job stations
35 McClurg or
Adams
36 Relat1ve of pine
tar
39 Poplar trees
42 Tempo between
allegretto and
presto
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Gluts
Shower month
Adder cousins
Han Solo's
love
51 Faucets
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52 Dockmg site
54 Evil behavior
55 12/24 and
12131
56 Time out
58 June honoree
59 Sn.ggler's catch

Indian newspapers reported last week that hopes of salvaging something that once
an Indian woman named Kuttiyamma got a made her so happy.
''The girl came to our place and there was
sex change operation and changed her
name to Binu so she could marry her lesbian instant competition," Amy told me. 'W hen I
lover, Laura. By the time the procedure was saw her kiss him, I flipped out. I dumped him
finished, Laura was engaged to another man on the spot."
Amy regrets attempting the threesome in
and Binu was suddenly single, and carrying
an extra package between her legs.
the first place, and said that Matt isn't the guy
In a society full of reality show makeovers she fell in love with years ago.
and almost endless scientific possibilities,
For a relationship to work, there needs to
be a sense of balance and respect. When
how far will people go for a relationship?
A few years back, I worked a retail job with your partner wants you to change, whether
this strange yet attractive guy named Dan. I it's your hair or your gender, the relationship
developed a crush on him as months is no longer about you and your partner. It's
passed, and decided to tell my friend about it. only about your partner.
I've been guilty of trying to
Her reaction came as quite a shock.
change many men I've dated
"He likes it when girls piss on
through the years. Things I
him," she said, appalled. ''That guy
once considered cute and
is one strange cookie."
endearing became liabilities,
I decided right there that my
which brought out Super Bitch
crush on Dan was over and that
Beatrix. And trust me, no one
urinating on my love interest
did not get me hot.
likes Super Bitch Beatrix.
The best thing to do when
''The only time I want someone pissing on me is if I'm stung
you're feeling uneasy about a
relationship is to talk about what
by a jellyfish," a friend of mine
is bothering you with your partsaid when I. asked him about
golden showers. I decided to
ner, instead of suggesting a fullperson makeover. The worst
share his ideology on the subthat can happen is that you'll
ject.
you've grown apart and you can
Whether it's a sex change
move on without the shame and
operation or having to buy
anger.
rubber sheets, no one
should go to extremes just
So, if you're into gender bending,
golden showers or threesomes, or
to keep the one they love
just want someone who likes riding
around. A more common problem
for couples trying to keep it together
bikes as much as you do, there are
around 3 million other people in
is the infamous threesome.
Chicago who might share your inter"We were in sort of a ... rut," my
friend Amy told me at lunch
ests.
Hopefully, Binu will find happiness
recently, when speaking about
as a man and find someone
her longtime boyfriend, Matt. "He
will love him for who he is. Maybe
suggested we bring in a third
his story will make people realize
party, some girl he works with, to
that there is only so much you
spice things up a bit."
should compromise for a relationAmy decided to go through
with the menage a trois in the
ship.
PYDtxon
.
B eatnx
-Beatrix@chroniclemail.com
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Internet degrees draw in millions of students
0 Schools are increasingly developing curricula to offer online degrees while professors are posting course material on the web
By Alan J. Baker
Associate Editor
More colleges and universities
are making the process to earn
degrees more convenient- and it
doesn't require students to leave
their homes.
A survey projected that nearly
2.6 million students would enroll
in online classes by fa ll 2004. The
results are still being evaluated.
With o nline education becom ing a
mainstream enterprise. schools
are developing programs for students to earn certilications, masters or doctorate degrees through
the web at the student's convenience.
One school that has seen a s ignificant increase in students
enrolling online is the University
of Massachusetts in Cambridge.
and officials say the increase is
due in pan to the popularity of the
Internet.
"It really was the launch of the
World Wide Web in the mid- '90s
that opened eyes for the potential
as using the web for a platform of
learning," said David Grey. chief
officer for the University of
Massachusetts Online. ''A lot of
institutions started experimenting
and getting serious at that time."

Types of online education
Online learni ng involves 80
percent or more Internet-based
class work. O nline classes usually
have very little face-to-face interactions between students and
teachers.
Blended, or hybrid, learning is
where about half o f course materi-

al is d istributed online. Students
meet with each other and professors o n occasion but use the
Internet as a meeting place.
Web-facilitated classes meet
regularly but assignments and syllabi are obtained or submitted
online.
Currently 16 percent of colleges
nationwide have degree-granting
programs online, while more than
half offered at least a few classes
online for students, according to
Elaine Allen, research director for
The Sloan Consortium. an organization committed to improving
online education.
W hile Columbia College does
not offer online classes. some professors do post course material
online for their students convince.

Online growth
When UM ass started offering
online courses in the fall of2001,
more than 5,000 students enrolled.
The school has since grown to
17,500 onli ne students and o ffi cials are still developing new programs for the market.
"Online education has grown
immensely," said Karen Swan.
research professor for education
Kent State
technology at
University in Ohio. "Access and
scheduling and course confl icts
contribute to the online increase."
Roughly I 1 percent of college
students nationwide are enrolled
in some form o f an online class,
accord ing to Swan. Each school
targets a different demographic,
sn e said. Some aim at worldng
professionals looking to advance

their careers while some are
developed for high school grads.

Education database
The Ohio Learning Network
(OLN) is an organization working
with 66 private and publ ic schools
in the state to help residents fi nd
online education that meets their
needs while also working with the
institutions to develop curricula.
"More than half are students
between ages 3 1 and 50," said
Nancy Ragias, Ohio Learning
Network's southeast regional
coordinator. "I n most cases working adults come to take one or two
classes a semester while being a
working professional."
When O LN was launched in
1999, there were about 100 general elective courses being offered
online. Today there are more than

136 complete degree programs for
students and 3,200 courses-a
number they hope wi ll conti nue to
grow, according to Ragias.
Umass Online now offers 46
bachelors and master degrees and
the school is very interested in
bri nging an engineering degree
into its curriculum, Grey said.
"Most students at UMass never
even step foot on campus," Grey
said. "Students can get on at different times and access the information they want at their leisure."
Online classes vary between
institutions; much of it depends on
the instructor. Some classes use
discussion boards and have study
groups online. All classes require
students to obtain assignments
from the Internet and submit them
o nce complete.
"Everybody has a voice online
and a lot of people are saying it's

A v ideo came ra records the lecture of gene ral chemistry profe s sor Gina Frey at Washington University. More un iversities
are experimenting with posting le ctu res a nd assignments
online, g iving students more flexibility.

Motley

more mindful ," Swan said .
"Students can post their work
without worrying about what others might say."

Source of revenue
According to UMass administrators. revenue generated from
online education rose 30 percent
in 2005, totaling $ 16 million.
"What's great is the revenue
fro m offering classes online goes
back into the campus," Grey said.
"It's a very strong incentive model
in place for campuses to grow off
of their programs."
The enrollment process for
online classes is the same as 1f a
student wanted to attend the actual campus. Students must meet
school requirements and be
accepted for the online program
by admissions officials.
I t is also the same professors on
campus who teach the online
classes, Grey said.
"Students meet the same
requirements as though they are
taking the class face to face," he
said.
When it comes time for graduatio n, students who study online
are encouraged to attend commencement ceremonies on campus and their diploma and transcripts give no indication that they
earned their degree online.
according to Grey.
"I don't think that we have
reached a plateau," Allen said.
" We would say within five years
we would have reached the limit
and enrollment numbers will even
out."
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COMING UP: music, dance, & more
GROOVE along with sweet tunes and killer dance moves as 3 stages liven
up Columbia' s campus and Grant Park with student bands, national acts,
. live art happenings, and high-energy student dance troupes.
All performances are FREE and open to the public.

HEADLINER BANDS
OZOMATLI - A 10-piece musical explosion of Afro-caribbean. Latin, rock, hip-hop, funk, world-beat
music that will get the party started.
SAUL WILLIAMS - America's premier hip-hop poet. "hyphen-artist extraordinaire· (poet-preacheractor-rapper-singer-musician) sure to evoke an evolution of thought:

STEVE TU RRE - One of the world's preeminent jazz innovators, trombonist and seashellist, Turre
blends jazz, Afro-Cuban, and Brazilian music to create a unique artistic vision. He will be performing
along with Columbia's own Jazz Ensemble.

STAGE LINE-UP
ON FRIDAY, JUNE 3
Kick-off manifest in Grant Park
with Muntu Dance Theater
12:00pm to 12:30pm
MAIN STAGE in Grant Park:
Headliners and Student Dance Troupes
4:00pm to 9:30pm
SECOND STAGE in Grant Park:
Student Bands
12:30pm to 5:30pm
GARDEN STAGE at 11th and Wabash:
Groups from the Music
and Thea ter Departments
12:00pm to 5:30pm

GET INVOLVED
Students, talk to your teachers and
department heads about end-of-year
departmental exhibits and presentations
or visit our web site to find out how
you can be a part of manifest 05.
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Join the staft of the award-winning Columbia Chronicle and build
·a .solid resume of published work. The Chronicle is seeking writers, .
editors, photographers, web designers, advertising reps, and .
graphic designers for paid positions. Pick up an application today for
the fall 2005.
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Lock students out of labor dispute OUrOFTOON
he ongoing controversy between the
staff and administration of Columbia is threatening to boil over, and the
one group that should not
be burned as a result is the
sTUdents.
While we respect union
advocates' wishes for a fair
and democratic resolution
to the Oct. 14 vote, the last
thing we want is for our
admin istrators and the
United Staff of Columbia
College representatives to
begin airing their dirty
laundry while we're waiting for an elevator.
Their dispute is part of a
process 't hat should be
resolved out of the view of
students, wi thout calling
attention to the siTUation in
our hallways.
For example, a posted
fli er reads, "Count the
Votes! ... No Appeal ... No
Delays." It's brought to us
by representatives of the
US of CC, who also chose
to voice their concerns last
week in The Chron icle.
Considering that many of
us pass the Congress Hotel
on our way to classes, we

T

votes do count and which
do not.
This is a matter that could
end up being contested
legally for many more
months. The last thing we
need is for th e disputes
between our administrators
and staff to be played out
with round after round of ·
finger-pointing.
As students, we are not
the intermediary body in
this relationship, but rather
a beneficiary of the results
achieved wh en the two
sides work together.
We are saddened by the
length of time th e process is
taking- still without a conclusion.
It is our hope that
Columbia's admin istration
and staff will keep in mind
that our attendance is ideally intended. for learning
about the subjects at hand,
none of which include
grievances best suited for
other settings.
If we need a reminder of
the hard feelings involved
in a labor dispute, we' ll
s impl y look no rt h o n
Michigan Avenue and shake
our heads.

have seen some of the faces
that have been holding
picket signs for nearly two
years in a rather prominent
labor dispute. This daily
sight serves as a reminder
of what happens when two
parties fail to come together.
The fact that communication between Columbia
administrators and the US
of CC has been virTUally
nonexistent
not be
aided by TUrning to the sTUdents.
If the college adminstration chooses not to appeal
th e Na tional L a b o r
Relations Board 's April 15
recommendation that the 42
challenged votes should be
opened and counted, the
case will go before a fivemember board appointed by
the NLRB. Nearly 75 percent of these votes will have
to be in favor of the union
for the staff to unionize.
STUdents have no impact
whatsoever on this process.
The US of CC has said
that their request is simply
to have all the votes counted, bu t there's a clear
debate ~ega rdin g which

will

Sticky solution to clear problem
ho better to determine the solutions
to our nation's
energy crisis than industry
lobbyists? Well, nobody,
according to the House of
Representatives.
In fact, Representatives
felt so confident about this
answer that they were willing to attach a S 12 billion
price tag to H.R. 6, a bill
passed on April 21. It's all
about more production of
crude 011 and less restrictions on how we go about it.
After the Senate stalled
the first four attempts at this
legislatoon, perhaps the fifth
time w1ll be a charm.
lromcally, on the same
day, the UK's Guardoan ran
an article on which Colin
Campbel a forme r chief
geologist for Amoco, who
also worked for IJP, Texaco
and Shell, among othersnoted that, "hstimatong foil )
rc:Jerves i5 a sc1c:n11 fic busiRe p o rtin g
ness .
(rc$crvc1), howeve r, is a
polotical act."
l'ollllcally, the While
llou'c: hat blcu cd the: new
cner~y l egi ~ lation that car·
roes more than a few ~ u s pl·
CIOU~ llern'
As1de fH11n pHJlect1ng
maker' "' th e guolo ne
add1 t1ve, rnetloyl tert1 ary·
butyl ether IMliJI\), frfJrro
wa ter ~<mtarru n at l o n l ~ w
\tlll, , the '" " aJ, , allr'w'

W

Alaska 's Arctic Nat ional
Wildl ife Refuge to welcome another completely
wild form of life: oil
drilling.
Alternative sources for
energy will once again have
to wait for another day- or
at least for another administration.
President Bush demanded that Congress get an
energy bill on his desk by
summer, but he has even
acknowledged that should
the legislation pass, gasoline prices would not be
dropping anytime soon.
On April 20, Bush told
the United States Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, " I
wish I could simpl y wave a
magic wand and lower gas
prices tomorrow." A magic
wand might be required fo r
the president 's approval ratings, which have been sinking as fast as the cost of gas
for consumers has been ris·
mg.
Whi le the requests of
House Democ ra ts fo r
improved fu el economy
standards on automob iles
fa ded to pass, there arc
signs tha t akyroeketing
col t• at the pump may have
us raking the matrer into our
ow n handJ.
A s we head IIIlo the
uct1 vc "sunuuer d rl vl n~
' eiACIII" When COi fS wJI I
lokcly w ar, some recent

numbers are indicating that
more people are growing
impatient with the abysmal
mileage they' ve been getting over the years.
So many, in fact, th at
MSNBC reported the market for hybrid automobiles
has surged an astonishing
960 percent since 2000. The
registration of new hybrid
vehicles in 2004 increased
81 percent from 2003 .
And in the first three
months of 2005, Toyota has
reported it is on track to
double the sales of its Prius,
which made up more than
half of the hybrid market
last year.
We 'd like to think that
anything reducing th e num ber of visits a consumer has
to make to the pump should
likely be.tukc n into consideration.
But according to The
New York Times, when
Rep. Joe L. Darton. u Texas
Republican and chai rm an
of the House Energy and
Commerce Comrnitrcc, wus
asked nbout urging con·
sumers to help lower
demund by dri ving less, he
responded, " If you wunt to
tell them th ut. go uheud. I
wan t to be re-elected."
Such stntcrncnts, which
reflect elected ol'f1cl uls'
rcl uctuncc to udd rcs~ our oil
dependency problem, brl n ~
one won.l to mind: crude.
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Student center would help build
community
A rece nt Chronicle editorial
("Students should center on ~duc a 
tion," Aprilt 8) correc tly identified the
imp o rtan c e of e du c ation o n
Columbia 's campus. Each and every
one of us is here to develop ourselves
academically and professionally. We
stri ve toward goals and expec t
Colu mbia to assist us in acliieving
them.
Unfortunately, the article fails to
understand that a student center would
benefi t our stude nt body in many
ways: We would flourish academically, grow pe rsonally and succeed professionally.
The student center would not j ust be
a plucc to hung out. The center's pri·
mary 110111 is to build community.
The olumbiu community would be
u plncc for students to meet strivi n11
nrtlm from other departments and net·
work outsillc of the clon room. Artist
would huvo stn11c• to prc~c nt , IIO IIorics ·
to dlspluy, nnd thcntcrs to perform.
There would be a ccntrnl location
for ncodcan k ud visin11. CIHinscll nll
~crvl ccs und stmlcnt employment:
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these offices should work closely wil),l
one another to achieve common goals.
Student organizations would no lopger
be "excluded" from student life and
would have an impact on the
Columbia community. Not all edUC<\tion takes place within a classroom. In
fact, Columbia's 20 I 0 Strategic Plan:
Phase I states: "The College provides
a holistic education in which the entire
college experience-curricular, cocurricular, social and instiTUtionalcontributes to student learning," (page
7). A student center would be, in its
own right, a learning center.
Colu mbia's student body will con-...
tinue to stand united and advocate for
a student center. Of course th is wi ll
not be accomplished during our academic careers. yet we can begin an
effort to benefit the generations who
fo llow.
We, the students, acknowledge the
capital constrnints, the necessity of
improving security and the incredible
lack of classroom space. These ftre
important issues. all requiring the allocation of our scn rce resources.
Nevertheless. udministrators are not
ful fi ll ing th eir responsibilities hy
maintaining, " A student center is
importnnt. but we cnn' t ntlo rd it.
There arc other mutters thut huve priority." I wont to henr them suy, " \~
have a lot to accomplish! So, how nre
we 11oing to do it'!"
- Kt>lltlru llc{l'
GNul awtl! Srlltl<'ltl, ..frl.l'
lllllttrttrillltlt>lll tllt<l Mt'flill
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Commentary

If you eat just nuts, do you become just nuts?
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor
The last people I want determining my dinner menu are animal-rights activists.
The group's best intentions
used to be guided only by genuine sympathy. Now they' re saturated in misplaced desperation.
The lunacy coming from
groups like the People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals
has reached new heights in the
o n go in g ca mpai gn
against every aspect of
f01 e g ras- the French
tem1 for the "fat liver" of
a duck or goose. Intense,
delicate and rich, it"s not
exactly a dish purchased
vta a drive-thru window.
Chicago was recently
thrust into the national
spotlight when due ling
four-star chefs from the
area exchanged verbal
jabs at one another about
the fatty issue in the
C hicago
Tribune.
Prominent chefs Charlie
Trotter and rival Rick
Tramonte shared differing opinions about serving the dish to their
patrons, with Trotter
explaining that his decision to remove foie gras from his
menus about three years ago
came-after three visits he made
undisclosed farms.
.
Tramonte called the move
"hypocritical because animals
are raised to be slaughtered and
eaten every day." Trotter countered by saying Tramonte was
"not' the 'smartest guy on the
block."
Natura ll y, animal ri ghts
activists jumped right on
Trotter's side- which is funny,
because Trotter called that group
idiots, too.
If Tramonte isn't the smartest,
he might just be the most honest.
Many of us have come to realize
that there is little reason to shed
tears over the number of animals
bred to meet an. untimely end.

to
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Even 19th century German
Chancellor Otto van Bismarck
famously quipped that appreciation of sausage and la'Ys were
similar in that it was best not to
see how either was made.
Activist groups like PETA
claim that workers at farms
"shove metal pipes down the
ducks' throats" when force-feeding and pumping up their livers.
But producers of foie gras maintain that studies have shown
ducks are without gag reflexes,

because- like any waterfowlthey swallow large, live fish in
their entirety.
While chickens, pigs and
salmon are all examples of animals that are raised in circumstances that some might find
unsettling, such production is
sh ielded by heavy economic
interests. On the other hand,
numerous states are looking to
enact legislation that would not
only ban the force-feeding practices to produce fo ie gras, but the
sale of the delicacy as well.
California has already passed
such a bill, set to take effect in
2012. It was signed by Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger last
September, with hopes of ending
the rampant liver fattening that
has been occurring at Guillermo

right place, but their heads most
certainly are not.
And there may be no bener
example of just how easily animal rights activists can work
themselves up than the website
savetoby.com.
Featuring pi ct ures of an
adorable, fluffy beige bunny rabbit, savetoby.com 's owners are
requesting donations totaling
$50,000 in order to prevenrthem
from killing what they call "the
cutest little bunny on the planet."
Visitors to the site
are encouraged ro
buy items like Tshirts to raise funds,
or the rabbit gets
cooked up for dinner.
One of the owners
told the Washington
Post in March that
the number of death
threats from animal
rights people is in
the hundreds.
That seemed particularly odd, since
PETA admitted it
was powerless over
the site and by giving it any attention,
those complaining
were playing right
into the hands of the
Chris Gallevo/The Chronicle owners.
in February, state Sen. Kay
But for animal rights activists,
Wojcik of Schaumburg intra- the pictures on the site and the
duced the creatively titled Force ideas accompanying them were
Fed Birds Act, which would pre- too much to bear. Toby is not
vent the sale and the production suffering the alleged cruelty that
of foie gras. Wojcik d id admit to foie gras activists have supposthe Tribune that she partakes in edly witnessed with du c ks.
fine dining and pates, but onl y Rather, he's pictured sitting comthe pate "where the duck is killed fortabl y on a bed of lettuce with
naturally or the goose or whatev- a few carrot ,sticks surrounding
er." She added, "I just have com- him.
Then again, that might be in
pass io n for animals."
Compassion is the common the sidebar to a recipe for
thread in many of the confused " Moroccan Hare Tagine," which
animal rights groups' endeavors. begins, "After quartering, brown
When PETA exposes practices Toby at medium-high heat."
that are cruel only for cruelty's
It 's enough to make PETA's
sake, we can share that feeling. blood boil and my mouth water.
Cosmetic testing is one thing, the F argive me for finding the conbusiness of producing food is tent of savetoby.com more hysquite another. Alas, the hearts of tericalthan horrifying.
PETA advocates may be in the
After all, I'm only human.

Gonzalez's Sonoma Foie Gras,
the only such business in the
state.
Why, even here in Illinois, a
state with no foie gras producers,
there are politicians eager to
s how off their anti-foie gras
zaniness.
On April 6, 49th Ward
Alderman Joseph Moore tried to
get his Charlie Trotter's discount
by proposing an ordinance that
would muscle foie gras off
Chicago restaurant menus. And

Roamin'
Numerals

6

Number of hours a
shakedown lasted in
the cellblock of San
Juan Count)' prisoner Craig Hopkins
after pot leaves were
found in a letter of
·apology he had sent
to a judge. Officials
in Aztec, N.M., said
they were unable to
find the source of
the mariluana
enclosed in a letter
the inmate sent to
apologize for violating his probation.

1,710
The number of
. applications for
wiretaps approved
by state and rederal
judges in 2004,
according to the
Administrative
Office of the U.S.
Courts. Secret courtauthorized taps of
wire, oral or electronic communications increased 19
P.ercent from 2003,
with no applications
denied.

15
Number of new oxygen masks donated
oy the Best Friends
Pet Resort to the
Fairfield, Conn., fire
department for treating dogs and cats
overcome Qy smoke
inhalation. The company has contributed
about 450 masks to
departments in 11
states.

Choice Cuts

Many college students ignorant to facts of STD testing
By Alan J. Baker
Associate ~dilor
Last week, aft er a buddy
re turned from a "docto r 's
appointment" bearing an assorted bag of colored condoms, bottles of lube and a sexual bumper
sticker, my friends and I asked
why.
He informed us that he visited
the doctor's office to be tested
for sexually transmitted diseases, · and not for his regular
checkup. He brought back the
"party favors" because he casually grabbed them while leaving
the office.
A frie nd. made the comment,
"Oh cool, I should go get tested
if you get all of that." We all
laughed, and that was that.
It wasn't until a few days later
that I realized how naive my

friend was for joking about mak•
ing an appointment to be tested
for STDs. In rea lity he wasn't
joking; he rea lly would get tested just for the freebies. Too bad
more students aren't like him.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
the United States has the highest
rates of people with STDs in the
industrialized world, despite
STD
prevention
prog rams
increasing considerably in the
last 40 years.
It is estimated that 50 percent
of sexually active youth will
contract an STD by age ·25,
according to a recent report by
researchers at the University of
North Caro lina. The report also
concluded that less than half of
sexually active fema le students
actually get tested for STDs.
There could be a few reasons

The Columbia Chronide IS a s!udent·produced
pubhcatioo of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent in whole ()( 1n
part, !he VIews o( college admi111Stra!Ors.

why so many students don't get
tested. Some believe they don't
need to: They're ei ther not " that"
sexually active or they don 't see
any physical problems. Others
don't know where to get tested
or are embarrassed b y the
process. And unfortunately,
some students say they would
rather not know.
Each year an estimated 15 million cases of STDs are reported,
and most people are unaware of
the risks and consequences
involved, according to the CDC.
So what is being done to
encourage students to get tested?
Well, not too much, according to
the American Social Health
Association.
Some people think the medical provider's lack of knowledge about STDs is what keeps
young people from getting test-

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
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fao.Jtty ()( students.

All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
wriU.n pennlssion.

Views expressed in this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
ColumbL. Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Oe~rtment or Columbia College Chicago.

ed. STDs are not an issue commonly discussed at doctor's
offices, but rather at health facilities that specialize in the field,
such as Planned Parenthood,
which some students shy away
from.
Apparently, two-thirds of
young people just assume they
are being tested for STDs during
their regular health care visit, but
that kind of testing is not routine.
When they don' t hear anything
back from their doctors regarding the STD test that was never
performed, they think they're all
set.
The answer to increased testing might be easier than we all
think. We all love free stuff,
espec ially when it benefits our
sex lives. Besides the goodies,
the rewards could last a lifetime.
Consider it a bribe to yourself.
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"I just was not
thinking when I
signed my tax
return that I liad a
$25 million loan forgiveness."
FormerT_yco
International Ltd.
ChiefL. Dennis
Kozlowski's explanation ofwhy the
bonus did not a_p_pear
on his 1999 tax
return. Kozlowski,
58, is one of two
Tyco executives
accused of stealing
$170 million from
tbe company.
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COMING UP: music, dance, & more
GROOVE along with sweet tunes and killer dance moves as 3 stages liven
up Columbia 's campus and Grant Park with student bands, national acts,
live art happenings, and high-energy student dance troupes.
All performances are FREE and open to the public.

HEADLINER BANDS
OZOMATLI - A 10-piece musical explosion of Afro-Caribbean, Latin, rock, hip-hop, funk, world-beat
music that will get the party started.
SAUL WILLIAMS - America's premier hip-hop poet, "hyphen-artist extraordinaire" (poet-preacheractor-rapper-singer-musician) sure to evoke an evolution of thought.
STEVE TURRE - One of the world's preeminent jazz innovators, trombonist and seashellist, Turre
blends jazz, Afro-Cuban, and Brazilian music to create a unique artistic vision. He will be performing
along with Columbia's own Jazz Ensemble.

STAGE LINE-UP
ON FRIDAY, JUNE 3
Kick-off manifest in Grant Park
with Muntu Dance Theater
12:00pm to 12:30pm
MAIN STAGE in Grant Park:
Headliners and Student Dance Troupes
4 :00pm to 9 :30pm
SECOND STAGE in Grant Park:
Studen t Bands
12:30pm to 5:30pm
GARDEN STAGE at 11th and Wabash:
Groups rrom the Music
and Theater Departments
12:00pm to 5:30pm

GET INVOLVED
Students, talk to your teachers and
department heads about end-of-year
departmental exhibits and presentations
or visit our web site to find out how
you can be a part of manifest 05.
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Hokln Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th 9·7, F 9·6
. Sat. byappt.

Paper Echo: 6th Annual Photo Print Media Studio Exhibition
April4, 2005 - May 6, 2005
Reception: Friday, April 8, 5·7pm
Paper Echo Is an exhibition of student artwork In a variety of prin t techniques, such as, Van Dyke, relief, intaglio, cyanotype,
Lazertran. and much more. The Photo Print Media Studio Is a unique 1~rk area at Columbia College Chicago where students can
explore printmaking experimental photography and nineteenth century photography. The Photo Prlnt Media student curricu lum
bridges the gap between fine art and photographic studies.
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Hokin Annex Gallery
623 S. Wabash Ave, first floor
hours: M·Th 9·7, F 9·5
Sat. by appt.

nti ITUC«NT CEJn'EJII AND CLIW.IRID OF OOI.UMIIA CCIU.£11E CHICAeQ

Polytheism of Gender
April4- May 10, 2005
Reception: Friday, Apri l 8, 5·7pm
This is an open ca ll exhibition 11tth arl\~rk that responds to how soc1ety constructs gender. and how humans v1ew
their sex, sexua lity, and Identity. Polytheism ot Gender Is an exhibition of 2-d and 3-d arl\~rk that explores god-like idols that
def1ne gender roles in this soci ety.
Curated by Hannah Czehato11ski, Gretchen Janko11sk1and Matt Ohm on behalf of the Arts Commum ty Student Orgamzation.

Glass CURTAIN Gallery
1104. S. Wabash, firs t floor
hours: T, W.F 9 -5. M. Th9 ·7
Sat. by app t.

Axis of Evil: The Secret Hlstor of Sin
Aprii6-May 11, 2005
Reception & Gallery Talk: Thursday, Aprll7 , 5-8 pm

An international exhibition thematically peeking into the depths of evil through the print making form of the postage stamp
sheet. Curated and navigated by Michael Hernandez de Luna . this exhibition includes a stamp sheet from the late Ed Paschke.
In memory of our friend and colleague Ed Paschke.

nt£ ITUDtwT CDn'EU AfiiD UI..I.ERID OP COlUMilA COlUM CHICMG

C33 Gallery
33 E Congress. firs t floor
hours: M·Th 9-7, F9-S
Sat. by appt.

WHAT IS GREEN?
April11- May 11, 2005
Reception: Tinorsday, April 14 , 5-7prn
This·open call student exh1b1t1on teatures 2-d and 3-d a. t11ork "'a variety of media thri t is pn nanly [if cen Ire exl11bi t1on
prov1des an opportunity to e~a mi ne monochro malic mateo a Is and 1-10rk that celebra te8 and c:hallen~eG our p~rcept1o n of
11 hat green is.
This shaw ls juned b'/ Co lumbia College Chicago artist alumnae.1st 2nd and 3rd place a11ards 11 Ill be Issued
during the reception.
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Chicago Job Fairs, Career
Fairs, Employment fairs, 0
pen Houses and more!
YOUR Chicago career
connection!
ww.chicagoiobresource.com

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds

43rd and Wallace 3 bedroom
new remodeled appliances
includes one garage space.
fenced yard nice bldg in nice
area. $650 773 255 3458
JOURNALISM STUDENTS'
Good for Party, a lifestyle publi
cation, seeks smart writers with
a unique voice. Think some
where between 50s Playboy,
Vice, EW. We embrace contro
versy, provocation, seduction.
We are NOT obsessed with
materialism, narcissism, and
celebrity worship of other magaz
ines. Call Shreyas at
312.498.4304.

Classified Advertising
Deadlines
You_r adver tisement must be received by
5 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates

.
.
The Col~mbla Chr~n!cle charges $0:~5 per
word With a $5 mm1mum. All classified ad s
must be pre- paid in full prior tO publica. All d . b
bl' h d · h
d
t1on. a ~ WI 11 e pu IS e m t e or er
of purchasmg date
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.

By Hili/
Send your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city, state, zip code
and phone number with full payment to:
Chronicl e Classifieds, 6DD S. Michigan Ave .•
Chicago. IL 60605.

1212 South Michigan
Avenue-Let us do the math!
It pays to live here! Ask us
about our specials. Offering
sfudio, one and two bedroom
apartments with gorgeous
city and lake views.
Amenities abound! Contact
Leasing at (312) 461-1110.
GUITAR LESSONS with LeRoy
Bach. (5ive Style, Wilco, DSettlement.. .. ) Lessons offered
in Humboldt Park studio. Rates
vary. "j45scout@hotmail.com"
Shop
and Save
www.cheapgifts.com
Welcomes You Online

~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~=~~~~

Make $ $$ taking Online
Surveys Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups
www.cash4students.com/
columcol

FIGURE MODELS
WANTED! Columbia photo
grads collaborating on fine
art series about the human
body. All types needed. Be
part of a one of a kind pro
iect. Call Daniel & Justin @
773-407-7279

ModeVHost; $120 a day No
exsperience needed will work at
McCormick Place Convention
Center 5/21 -24.Send Picture &
Short Reseme by May 13th
To: bill@chestnutid.com

1997 VW GTI VR6, 5spd,
Loaded, 74K miles, Excellent
Condition, $6900.
312-446-5882 or
skthiessen@ hotmail.com.

Coming to Los Angeles this
summer? Furnished 1BR in
Encino. Pool, broadband,
central air. Available June
through August {flexible).
818.209.1250

j..:::.=,_-=-:~-::-,.--7--:'=:==:=:Y

\
1.111

FOR RENT - 2 BR Apt.
$825/mo. Avail 5/15. Great Oak
Park location. Walk to Green line
and stores. HDWD floors, ceiling
fans. Heat included. 24-hr park
ing available. (708) 383-4355

'""·7$.

This is Columbia.

By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along
with your full name, city. state. zip code
and phone number with full payment to
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C OLUMBIA C HRON ICLE
your paper. your news. your voice.

31Z/344-8032.

Specials!

Week of May ·2- May 6

soups

California Wrap........................................}4.25
seafood.# rice_, cucumber. daikon_,
wasabt pickeled ginger.

monday

Chicken Orzo Pasta

Chicken Parmagiani
flatbread Panini........................................~4.25

tuesday

baked chicken breast tomato marinara sauce
mozzarella cheese. served with potato chips.

wednesday

Black Bean Burger..................................J4.00

thursday

monterey jack_, avocado salsa.
served with potato chips.

Corn Chowder
FrenchMarket
Potato Leek

the underground cafe
basement- 600 south michigan
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Shuming music at Q101
0 Station plans on adding more than 700 songs to playlist
By Tiffany Breyne

SlaHWnler
QIOI-FM listeners can now tune to the station and hear Billy Idol"s "Dancing Wi th
Myself' right after Audioslave's "Be
Yo urself."
This is because QIOI's ah-rock image
received a makeover •H the beginning of
April. The s tation is "Now
On
Shuffic,"accordingt to their new marketing
slogan offering listeners a more expanded
playlist of both new and old songs.
Jacent Jackson. music director and assistant program director for Q 10 I, said that
instead of a playlist of about 150. the station
expanded to include up to 880 songs. and
plan o n eventually reaching 1.000 songs. He
said there are a variety of reasons for the
change. one being a fall in ratings.
"The ratings were not good. but not terrible. What we were playing wasn't cuning
through," Jackson said, who also poi nted out
that QIOI is the only station defined as alternative rock in Chicago.
Jackson said the station tested out the shuffle mode earlier in the year with a play list of
about 500 songs to see how listeners would
react.
"The response was nothing s hon of phenomenal. What we put on the air really
seemed to get people's anention." Jackson
said.
QIOI is not the on ly local statio n geningan
o verhau l. With alternatives such as satellite
radio and MP3 players. consumers have a
myriad cho ices that were not found on radio.
And radio stations are changing thei r format
to suit the diverse needs of their listeners.
Annie Kelly. a sophomore broadcast journalism major. said s he has no t listened to the
radio because of the staid format.
"! stopped li stening because there wasn't a
lot of variety. It all ;ounded the same," Kelly
said. "! staned to explore more with downloading mus ic. Now I usually listen to my
computer or my iPod."
Jackson said the ~tatio n responded to the
majority of lis teners like Kelly who enjoy
variety.
"Our audience expects us to break rules,"
Jackson said. " We had to recast the fonnula

QIO! had before shuffie mode. We didn't
have any fl avor."
Everything is fair game now, according to
Jackson. He said the station has even expanded to much o lder bands such as the Talking
Heads and Blondie.
Hope Daniels, an instructor in the Radio
Depanment at Columbia, said , "If listeners
want to hear music, they have many choices.
Radio stations are learning to play music to
appease the audience more."
Daniels noticed that stations broaden their
music libraries in hopes of keeping up ratings,
which in turn help sell ad vertisements.
Stations "follow the dollar" when choosing a
fo rmat to entice listeners. she said.
Annando Rivera, the assistant program and
music director for V 103-FM, agrees with
Daniels.
"Radio companies have mo ney at stake,"
Rivera said. "They have to prov ide compelli ng content; their main objective is pleasing their audience."
Rivera said he doesn' t find MP3 players or
downloading music a threat to radio.
"They' re just alternative choices," he said.
"We're maintaining ratings."
While Rivera works at V 103. one of five
Clear Channel statio ns in Chicago - a company that operates 1.200 radio statio ns
nationwide - Emmis Communications, the
company that owns QIOI. has about30 markets. Jackson explained that unlike bigger
companies like Clear Channel. Emmis allows
each statio n to have its own sound and audience. which means no other station is testing
out the shuffie mode like Q!OI.
Daniels predicts that radio wi ll have to
please the listeners even more in the comi ng
years.
"Statio ns need to elaborate o n loca l acti vities. do more than just chat . give the weather
and play music," s he said. "They need to
make a connection with the lis tener."
Ri vera is optimistic about the place o f radio
in the changing media marketplace.
" ! think radio brings that human element;
it 's more personal. It has more compelling
content - it can crack a smi le. make you
mad. o ffer you $ 1,000-)an) iPod can 't do
that," he said.
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Not more than 10 minutes after the durrl'Pl!ter fire bellind tfle theater- was ·
reported, Chicago firefighters respond to fire alarm at The School oJ the
Art lnstiute, 112 S. Michigan Ave. At one point, Michigan Avenue shut down
from Congress, Parkway to Randolph Street

a

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

Courtesy Eckenhofl Saunders Architects

A rendering of the Southgate Market features two and a half levels of parking
space at the top of the structure to accommodate customers.
rather than o ut. whoch Sweeney ;aid did not area," Rosenberg said. "We· ve heard feedback
work wuh the fi>rm ula of many big-box from our custt) mers that shows a strong desire
retaoler> who before vied for the space.
to have a Who le f'oods there."
Loako puulo; a l>o mentioned that he
The new store wi ll give the rctailor a chance
tho ught the tiny diner on the corner nex t to to expand the store size, but he said that this
the ; hoppong center might be "a liule funny" would not compromise the quality of the prodhccau;e of ll'o placement but that the develop- ucts . Rosenberg added that the location ncar
ment o> gm d becau>e it wi ll bring new people the Sout h L<x>p campus area wou ld be espeonto the area.
cially g<xxl for students.
The retailer> who have already >igned leasThe shopping center wi ll be the first major
c., to be on the >pace arc not exactly small deve lopment by JPS Interests. a C hicago re~l
hu'ol nc'o'oe'o li ke the Whole Palace Gri ll. e>tate finn . Other companies involved
I lowcveo, the ~enter \ anchor, Who le Foods, include Pepper Construction, the mall's genha'o kept oh 'omall hu'olnc" omagc even as it eral contractor. and Eckenhoff Saunders
ex pand., 111thc Chocago area. wuh new stores Architects. which designed the bridge that
planned ncar I Jal'o!cd Street and Waveland woll take shoppers to the parking garage. The
Avenue and al'o< > on Coccro Avenue. The development's parkong garage rches on the
.,ho ppong center. the ill 'ol 111 tim 'cnc; uf new leg o f Taylor Street that COOT has worked
\ lore\, 1\ tmportant hcc.: au~c of ll~ location,
on. according to Sweeney. The muin issue
'oaod IJavc Ro..cnberg. rcgoonal director of right now is gcuing the project done.
markcung for Whole F<xxb .
" )Our] goal is to get the tenuous in us soon
'The South I Ax>p is such a vibrant. growing as possihlc," S weeney suid.
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$70,000
for College

Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226
When: Stop byor call today
Who: SFC Godfrey Collins- 312-202-11430
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Two new West Side schools
planned to ease overcrowding
OVocational, college prep to accommodate more than 600 students each
By Josh Kantarski
Assistant City Beat Editor

At a time when the state and
city are faci ng an educational
budget crisis, offic ials recently
outlined the development of a new
$47 million dual purpose high
school, a response to space conce,rns throughout Chicago's West
Side schools.
OnApri l19, Mayor Richard M.
Daley announced that beginning
in 2006 a new selective college
prep school and vocational education school will be begin construction, housed under the same roof,
with each school accommodating
about 600 students. The school is
planned to open in fall 2008, and
is replacing Westinghouse Career
Academy, 3301 W. Franklin
Blvd., a former factory and home
to a perennial high school basketball powerhouse.
Alderman Ed Smith, 28th Ward,
a strong supporter of the new
schools' development, said that
the $47 million endeavor is primarily funded by tax increment
financing dollars, which requires
the approval of the city council.
Tax increment financing is a
"pot" set aside by the state when
new property taxes are raised
every year in specific dislricts, or
T!Fs, drawn up by the city. The
extra fmances raised from the
year before are put into a special
increment fund , and then placed
back into the TIF district.
Smith said troubles with
procuring funds helped keep the
school's plan for development off
the table for seven years.
"We've had to jump through
baby hoops, g rown-up hoops,
grandmother and grandfather
hoops," Smith said of the obstacles placed in his way. " But that 's
not unusual for a project like this
to take that long. First you have
to fi nd the money, then establish
work with an architecture finn,
then find and condemn the land
rthat you want)."
But whi le Smith had trouble
"getting rthe .proposal) on the
table," he said that the. fruits of
the joint effort between the
mayor, alderman and C PS wi ll be

worth the wait.
"[The West Side) needs the
school," Smith said. "It 's about
time that we focus on quality education on the West Side.
Hopefull y this will be a vehicle
for kids who really want to get
educated. It will be a firs t-class
school and we' re not going to
have anything less than that."
The joint schools, which will
have separate admissions policies,
will offer more seats to prospec-

"It's about time· we focus
on quality education on
the West Side."

-Alderman Ed Smith,
28th Ward - . :_,.
tive students, nearly 1,500 of
whom were turned away by other
selective enrollment schools last
year because of a shortage in
seats. Only 233 students were
accepted.
But now, even though the joint
school will open up more seats for
prospective students, educational
budgets around the city and state
remain tight, even prompting
some South Loop schools to plan
for cuts in teachers and classes.
C hicago Public Schools is
expecting a $ 175 million budget

Rally
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Catherine Caporusso organized and spoke at the event.

12:45 p.m. on April 27. He disIOn the Lighter Side I covered
a I 9-year-old female
Whoever smelt it...
On April 27, at around 2:30
p.m. the Chicago Police
Department responded to a call at
The Sch·ool of the Art Institute of
Chicago Ballroom, I 12 S.
Michigan Ave., regarding a
strong odor coming from the
basemein . The yet-to-be-determined smell was thought to be
coming from the equipment
room. No one was injured in
relation to this incident.
Don't have to go home, but you
can't stay here
A security guard for the Haro ld
Washington Library, 400 S. State
St., called police after fmding a
couple canoodling in the restroom . The guard, a 39-year-old
male, knocked on a stall door
after he noticed two pairs of feet
in a stall in the men's restroom at

deficit next year. Gov. Rod
Blagojevich, recognizing the
shortage, increased his educational budget proposal from $140 million to $440 million statewide.
That increase, along with a proposal for $500 million in capital,
would bring SilO million to
Chicago for school improvements.
Even though the city and CPS
face budget issues, the establ ishEric Davisffhe Chronicle
ment of a West Side school was
Westinghouse Career Academy, 3301 W. Franklin Blvd., will be
not a tough sell for parents and
tom down after construction on the new school is complete in
members of the neighborhood.
2008. The vacant spot will be used for athletic fields.
Celeste Garren, a CPS spokesWestinghouse will be knocked tion of CPS-run charter and conwoman, said that the surrounding
community has embraced the pro- down after the construction of the tract schools. After frustration
joint school is complete, and the with the public school program ,
posal.
" People are excited about a Public Building Commission is Daley took charge of CPS in
selective enrollment high school currently waiting on one more I 995. Since then, CPS has investcoming to their neighborhood," home to be demolished before ed more than $4 billion to
Garrett said. More than I 00 peo- construction can begin, said improve Chicago schools, more
ple showed up to hear Mayor Sandra Rodriguez, spokeswoman than 80 percent of which has
come from taxpayers.
Daley's announcement.
for CPS.
According to Garrett, it is a
The
Public
Building
And while Garren said a decision has not been made on the CPS project. Although Mayor Commiss ion, which signed on to
new name for the joint school, the Daley and Alderman Smith are the project a linle later as managpossibility that the campus will partnering with CPS, the project is er, is currently in the process of
maintain the Westinghouse name not part of Daley's Renaissance selecting and taking bids from
contractors through a "procuring
is likely. However, the joint 2010 initiative.
The initiative, announced in project," said spokesman Bennie
schools will be allowed to name
their respective institutions. She June 2004, plans on improving Currie. Once the commiss io n
added that the joint school will go educational choices for Chicago- finds a contractor, they will work
up near the current Westinghouse area students by creating I 00 new with the contractor to help draw
building, along a side street off schools through the next six years. up a construction schedule for the
Franklin Boulevard.
Renaissance 20 I 0 is a combina- school, Currie said.

ket of ideas-and one faith, group should not impose
their ideologies on the public through the court system."
Many of the rally's attendees came, in part, to simply express their displeasure with the policies of the
Bush administration, above and beyond any opposition to the proposed rule changes in Congress.
Man Brookens, who graduated from Columbia in
2000 and attended the rally, felt that controlling two
out of three branches of the government was enough
for one party.
" I came here because I had to take a stand,"
Brookens said. " [The Republicans] have the Senate
and the executive [branch). Now they want to completely run the judiciary? It 's not fa ir."
Others, including those who did not attend the
rally, see the issue of the filibuster in historical terms,
and believe that despite the fact that the immediate
battle is about a rule change, larger forces are at stake.
Craig Futterman, an associate clinical professor of
law at University of Chicago Law School, suggests
that even internal rules about how the U.S. Senate

operates are open to public debate.
"The filibuster has been part of the fabric of
Congress since it was created," Futtennan said. ·'The
folks who would be changing these rules are senators-elected officials who are ultimately accountable to the people. So the constituents who put them
there have a responsibility to comment publicly on
the matter. So is it something appropriate for public
speech [such a rally]? Absolutely."
For Caporusso and others, the stakes involved
could not be higher.
"The people who [attended the rally] understood
that this is about justice and civil liberties and all the
things that matter," Caporusso later said, "such as gay
rights and labor rights and all the issues that might be
addressed in future Supreme Court decisions-such
as Roe v. Wade. It's also about the Constitution and
separation of powers- this is about nothing Jess than
the balance of power in America."

- Additional reporting by Chronicle staff writer
Tiffany Breyne.

I On a Serious Note I

Man receives threatening letters
and a 17-year-old male adjusting
Doorman assa ulted in front of
On April 27 at 2 p.m. a 70year-old male reported he
their clothes, and asked what
hotel
they were doing in the stall. They
A 54-year-old male reported received a threatening Jetter
admitted they were involved in a
that while on duty at the door of from an unidentified person at
sexual activity, and were taken
the Congress Hotel, 520 S. his work, The Chicago Counci l
into custody by the
Michigan Ave., he on Foreign Re lations, 332 S.
Chicago
Police r-----r.-rnrJror;;..-rr-Jr=---n---'Tlr-~-~,.., became involved in a Michigan Ave . The letter
Department.
verbal altercation with reportedly stated it was not a
a cab driver, a 24- threat, but on several instances
year-old ma le. The suggested violence to the vicMan steals 18 bottles of
doorman reported that tim. The v ictim re lated to
body wash
on April 27 at 9 p.m. police that through his j ob at
A 33-year-old male was
the cab driver drove the office he does a lot of pubcaught stealing 18 bottles
his car on the sidewalk lic speaking on sensitive subof body wash from
in front of the hotel. j ects and there may be hostile
Jewel, I224 S. Wabash
The offender allegedly people in the audience. The vicAve., at 6:45 a.m. on
jumped out of his cab tim did not know of any specifApril 27. A security offiand pushed the victim ic people, and no one has been
cer brought the man back
into a couch, causing charged in re lati on to this inciinto the store after witinjury to his right leg. dent.
nessing him leave with
The victim refused to
the contraband stuffed
sign complaints o r
- Information compiled from
under his coat. The stolen
seek medical attention the 12th District Chicago Police
items were returned to
records
by
Department
for the simple battery.
stock.
Chronicle staff

C11YB
Rally delivers message:
'Our courts, our rights'
0 Groups protest recent move to block filibuster on in U.S. Senate
By Mark W. Anderson

ManagngE!itor
For even the most passionate and
committed of political activists.
possible changes in Congress ional
rules are unlikely to set their hearts
racing.
But on April 27. more than 500
activists gathe red in downtown
Chicago to protest what some see
as an attempt by conservative
Republicans to take over the federal j udiciary by e liminating a popular tool for Democrats-the filibuster.
At issue is the question of exactly bow federal judges nominated
by President Bush will be handled
in the U.S. Senate, the body
responsible for approving or rejecting Circuit Court. Appeals Court
and Supreme Court nominees.
Senate Re publicans, led by
Majority Leader Bill Frist of
Tennessee. are proposing c hanges
to get rid of the filibuster. a parliamentary maneuver that uses prolonged speechmaking to delay legislative action. Senate Democrats
have used the tactic to stall the
nomination of seven judic ial no mi nees they feel are too radical and
unlikely to rule according to the
law.

The hour-and-a-half rally was
part of a series of 192 events across
the country organized in part by
activist group M oveOn.org. The
C hicago rally, he ld in the Chicago
Federal Center plaza at the comer
of Adams and Deruborn streets,
featured a number of speakers fro m
different groups, suc h as the
National Organization for Wome n,
The Sierra C lub e nvironmentalist
group and People for the American
Way, a democratic advocacy
group. all of whom addressed the
crowd.

High stakes
Catherine Caporusso, the event's
organizer, addressed the crowd by
noting the c ha llenge of organizing
a rally around the issue. but said
more was at stake than a simple
c hange in Congressional rules.
' 'I've been talking with friends
and fami ly about how I got put in
c harge o f organizing a rally with
over 1.000 people and everyone
as ks me what it 's about,'' she said
in her opening re marks . "When I
te ll them that it's about Republican
attempts to e limina te the filibuster.
they always say ' Yo u have that
many people coming out about the

filibu ster?"'
Caporusso stressed
the timliness of the
rally, because it 's
likely that President
G eorge W. Bush will
no minate a replacem e nt for William
Rehnquist, c hief justice o f the U.S.
Supreme Court, who
is
facing
health
issues.
"We
are
here
DIYid IIIIIVThe Chronicle
because we want
judges that make More than 500 activists gather in Federal Plaza at the Chicago Federal
decisions based on a Center, at the comer of Dearborn and Adams streets, to voice concern over a
fair reading of the Republicans proposal to eliminate the Senate filibuster. The vigil was organlaw, not their own ized by MoveOn.org, a national activist group.
biases." Caporusso
pointed out that despite attempts by
said . " We want judges that won' t
some to place religious conservagive corporate interests free reign Rally gets message out
tives on the bench, a distinction
to abuse their wo rkers and pollute
To underscore the point, during
between the judiciary and churches
the earth. We want judges that will
res pect the separation of c hurch the rally the crowd opened up a needed to be observed.
" As a faith-based organization.
and state. We want judges that chant of "Save the Courts!," and
we' re not opposed to people of
respect the right to privacy and lib- many in the crowd carried signs
decrying what they saw as a right- faith participating in public life,"
erty a nd equality."
Brandt said, noting that her group
The c rowd was peaceful ward shift in the federal courts.
Nancy Brandt. co-chair of the was asked to fonnally participate
throughout the rally. and the conboard of directors for Protestants in the rally, but was unable. "But
tingent of police who watched the
event began to leave whe n they for the Common Good. a faith- we need all faiths and all philosobased advocacy organization . phies need to compete in the roarrealized the crowd was unlike ly to
attended the rally. Brandt late r
become rowdy.

See Rally, Page 23

Coming soon to ever-growing South
Loop: five-level shopping center
0 Developer working to open Southgate Market by late 2006 or early 2007
By Allcl1 Dorr
City Beat E!itor

Erk: OovlsfTho Chron10lo

Construct1on crows
brook ground on
Southgato Market.
a live-level shopping confer. at tho
corner or Canal
Stroot ond
Roosovelt Road.
Somo stores that
have already committed to the cantor
Include Whole
Foods. OffiCe
Depot. EB Games
and dlooount shoe
rmaller DSW. lhe
struoture will have
h8V9 320,000
IJQUtU!I fHt of retell

IIPM9

The South Loop will soon have
the ultim:1te sign that the ne ighborhood is booming- a s hopping ccn·
te r.
Constmctio n is under way at the
northca., t comer o f R<K"cvclt Road
:md Cana l Street. the fiN ' cep 111
the construc tion of a fivc -k vd
' '"'Pfllll!t huh that will featUil'
about 120 .()()() " luare feet of 1ctad
'flnc·c. ·n ,c development will lx·
nnc horcd hy Whole "'"" '' Mn1~c·c.
:olo ll!!"dc O llicc I k J~ >t. l.1nc1" ·u
·nun!!'· 1:11 Cia1uc' ami di'l'OIIIIl
' '""' !11:11>1 I lSW Tht'IC wdl aJ,o he
,1 llnnk ol Allll'll<'ll. th<' kndm11
111\ I IIUIHJII lnl l ' tii1\IIIH,'fiOI1 , uml , 1
ycc to he dctL'IIIIIIll'll """' d.-mcnt
IJcwh>tll'r JI'S hll crc'c'" wc u k
lll j( n11 1111 il<'~clcrat cd 'c hclluk.
'"'11111!1 to " I"'" hy lnc c 21M)(> 111
l'lllly 2tMl7. ill lll tk l h> IIICCI the
dCIIIIIIId o f I'C•klcllt <
'The •tntl •t1c~ nil ~rowth liu tht•
South ' ""'fll nrc • tllj!j(<'lilljl.'' " ""
lim Swccucy. 1111 ns""'llll<' nt II 'S
lntc rc•c• . " T11crc I• 11 jlf'nwmll 1"'1'
ulutlon lllld !here i•n·t nuvchill)!
w 1vl n~t their need• .' '
' l11c d ty hu• nl•n untlcrtl hu• l
nc" t'• 1111d dcvelnlllllc nt• like tht•
S<•ulhj(llll' • hnpph111 ccnlcr lnc rc n•
In!! n l • •n t~•ltlc ilie pupulatlun
!ltllwth . II I• Cl1111!1111)' IA'l!CUIIII<IIKI
pn••lhlr cnlllpllcutlnu wit h till'

development- increased traffic.
The C hicago Dcpanmcnt of
Transportation is close to completing a $22 mill ion project to move
part of Clark Street undemcath
Roosevelt Road to help deal with
wngcstion . The partial rc-nmting.
expected to he fi nishe<l hy late May
or Jum·. is the fi rst in a saics of
J'fll.J<'L'h CDOT is c•xplorin)! Ill
acn>mmodate the· gmwmg Souch
l .oop arcn. 'nid d cpnrtnwnt
' l"'k'''m:m llrinn Stcl'le.

"There is a ~wing popu-

lntion [in thF ~outh Loop)
and there isn't anything
serving their needs.·•

•'1~'1' .111.1 hl)l '"'' n:l:ukl" 111 >'l'll

-Jim Swtttii.V. JPS
fnlf!N$1$

" II

wu~

nlwny'\

l'll\' lti H\1\t'd

that

th•· South Lo~•p W<>u ld ,,.,. '1)111111
<'!lilt o-csillc nt1nl nml 1\'tnll Ill' '" ch
Whc u '"" ld,·nt ify 1111 111\'11 h~,. thnc .
we lc•>k nt •trut<'ll'''' h> " ''"' "1th
i nc·rcn•~d 11 nt t k ." Sh•t•h- '""I
" Now. 1.'\outh I '~'1'1 dt"\'t•lttpmt•nt
h n~i

lvndtl'd n 1~ 11111 "h('l\' ,,.,. nn·

th''"'' pi Ill\\ "
'11u• r 'h' ttlihll\ "' lhvhtt ,'\fl\'('1

I)IOVII1Jl fPI \VUHI \\' llh

fnnul 'nnul Stlt'l't "' Wr it• Stlt'<'t "
om11thcr INII1 ur n >0'1''•
t~nn
pt•m• . S t~ l ~ snl1.l "n ty h•r Stl't'\'t
\.'IJUid pnwhle nn cu•t-w ~~ l'IJIIIIC\'
tiOtt tl\~t 18 unn vnllnl\1 nuw, 1110.~
ht~lll'n•lcr f111· cc•ll~nt• <If JlCI.'Illl'

'""!&

who visit the area to get to the Dan
Ryan Expressway. This plan.
whic h would cost at least $30 million. Steele said. would be irnplemcntcd in 2008 or 2009 at the earlicst. C OOT changes such as the
Clark Street reconstruc tion are
important for n~'Ct!S•.'tibility to the
sho pping c·enter. Swreney said.
htc·n.·asc-J tmftic is a lso n l'OII<.'elll
f<>r busm,·sscs already in t.hc nren.
l'hc· Wtutc Palun· Grill. in rosiness
'"''''' lll.\9 o n the L'Omt•r of
Ro,"'·vl'lt R<~td a nd C'mml Stn-et.
'lh n~ lll II<'" ll> th<' phllll\<'1.1 lno:aIH>Il ,,, clw new ~h<>ppillg <'CIItcr.
l'h"· duH't ·s l\\V I\l'f. Gt~no:t.•
I l.l~•·t~'"''"· lllllll'l.l '''"'II 111:1;-._V
''lft-t, 1H 1\Yl'IH )'\':\~ ft\\H\ dt'\'\•1 ...
ch.. "''t.uu.111t ami th~ ''tllunhk hul\1
tl I' P ll
llH'tlt:.h h\" '4\l\.1 h\• ·~
pk.1"'" "1th th~· Unit's !'"~~''"-''
u,·w m'lj!hl><>r. ht• hn~ n 1\'w '""
,.,."'' 1\'lutm)l tll tmtlk '''liJlt'stll\1\,
·· llll' dmt•r rdi•·~ n ''" '~' 111\'1\'f
I'"' ~ IIIJI.''
t llll..<>jl<llll<«
<tud.
n
" \\"luk thml.. tilt- <'II)' 1•
11<''<1 1•~ 1 d<•nlhljl With !till'~<' 1..111\l•
••l <'\lll<'\'111'1· It 1\' IIWlill• (\\ l'tt' <t't'll
\\ fll'lll<'l It hdj\<"
.II'S hllt'C\'SIS 11111!1111~ l\1 p11r
l'lm•c the tcstuumnt h1 tilt- IIIISt, 11\11

I

'"'"Ill

in•lc8d 1\IU!Id " Wll,_\1 1\1 1\'\\lt
Ul\ll.llld II with lh~ sun\11111\llt\jl
hm\1, will •h llll! l'ln11 Ah~'t)
uW1~. '!'hey 1.lc\'11.bl 111 hl.•lkl 1111
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